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SUMMER CLASS SCHEDULE 
1985 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSI1Y 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION: May 3, 1985 
New special, new graduate, former and currently 
enrolled students are strongly encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Classes with low 
enrollment may be cancelled. 
ON-CAMPUS DAY AND EVENING CLASSES begin: 
June 10, First Term/July 15, Second Term 
GRADUATION APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 
SUMMER QUARTER: June 21, 1985 
FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION ABOUT TIIESE 
COURSES, PLEASE CONSULT THE COMPUTER LISTING 
OF COURSES IN mis SCHEDULE. 
EVENING COURSES 
ADVA.\/CED REPORT WRITING 
E'.'IGL 426-526; 4 CREDITS; CONNAUGfffON 
IVJ"RODUCTION TO ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE 
ESCI 104; 4 CREDITS; AJ\/DERSON, A. 
WORLD PLACE WCATION 
GEOG IOI ; 4 CREDITS; DOCKENDORFF 
GEOGRAPfN OF MINNESOTA 
GEOG 376; 3 CREDITS; ERICK.SON 
TELEVISION IN MEDIA 
IM 412 512; 4 CREDITS; PO!.ESAK 
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 
IM 646; 3 CREDITS; SIMONS 
RACQUETBALL 
PE 228; 2 CREDITS; COWNS 
BEGINNING TENNIS 
PE 230; I CREDIT; BUCKLEY 
SKI'.'/ AND SCUBA DMNG 
PE 271; 2 CREDITS; OLSEN 
Special Fees 
ART OF THE FILM 
TH 26o; 4 CREDITS; SWA. \/SON 
SCRIPT TO SCREEN 
TH 263; 4 CREDITS; PERRIER 
PLAYGOING lo;<;PERIENCE 
TH 280; 4 CREDITS; JURIK 
Special Fees 
SHORT COURSES 
FIEID BIOLOGY OF THE BWCA 
BIOL 476-576; 4 CREDITS; PECK 
TELEVISION EDITING AND PRODUCTION WORK.SHOP 
COMM 276; 2 or 4 CREDITS; BRYCE 
PRl:'JT JOURNAllSM WORK.SHOP 
COMM 452; 2 or 4 CREDITS; NORLEM 
TELEVISION JOURNAllSM WORK.SHOP 
COMM 478; 2 or 4 CREDITS; BRYCE 
PRINT PRODUCTIO:-1 WORK.SHOP 
COMM 485-585; 4 CREDITS; VOELKER 
MIDDLE SCHOOL ORGA.NIZATIONAL PROCEDURES 
ED 5%; 3 CREDITS; PUTBRESE 
MICROCOMPUTERS IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 
EDAD 598; 3 CREDITS; VANDAL 
CREATIVE WRITING IN POE'JRY AND FICTION 
E<\/GL 438 538; 3 CREDITS; MEISSNER 
MINNE.<;OTA ROCKS AND WATERS 
E.SCI 407-507; 4 CREDITS; SOROKA 
WORKSHOP, ADMINISTRATIVE USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS 
IM 432 532; I CREDIT; SIMONS 
SEMINAR, CONTEMPORARY MINNE.<;OTA MATERIALS 
IM 683; I CREDIT; SCHUIZETENBERG 
SEMINAR, DOCUMENTARY LOCAL HISTORY 
IM 683; I CREDIT; CLARKE 
SEMINAR, MAINTENANCE AND ACQUISITION OF EQUIPMENT 
IM 683; I CREDIT;JENSEN 
SEMINAR, MUSIC CAI 
MUSM 471 -571; 2 CREDITS; ROSSIN 
WORKSHOP, CHORAL DEVELOPMENT 
MUSM 476-576; 2 CREDITS; R05.51N 
WORKSHOP, TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE HUMAN VOICE 
MUSM 477-577; 2 CREDITS; FROHRIP 
WORKSHOP, TEACHING TOTAL PERCUSSION 
MUSM 479-579; 2 CREDITS; BRA'ID 
2 
WORK.SHOP, OBOE A.ND ENGLISH HORN PEDAGOGY 
MUSM 481-58 1; 2 CREDITS; ERNESf 
WORK.SHOP, CLARINET PEDAGOGY 
MUSM 482-582 ; 2 CREDITS; LAYNE 
WORK.SHOP; TROMBONE/ BARITONE PEDAGOGY 
MUSM 487-587 ; 2 CREDITS; FROHRIP 
PREPARATORY PHYSICS 
PHYS 100; 4 CREDITS; ECKROTH 
SEMINAR IN LIFESTYLE PLANNING 
PSY 430 530; 2 CREDITS; LESAR 
POLITICS, ECONOMICS, AND CULTURE OF JAPA.N 
SSC! 470-570; 4 CREDITS; NUNN 
DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING AND ASSESSMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN 
SPED 408-508; 4 CREDITS; AYERS 
ROBOTICS 
. TECH 429-529; 2 CREDITS; RAIBER 
ROBOTICS 
TECH 429-529; 2 CREDITS; KOLBERT 
MICROPROCESSOR 
TECH 475-575 ; 4 CREDITS; KOLBERT 
PHOTOGRAPfN EDUCATORS WORK.SHOP 
TECH 665; 6 CREDITS; GAMMELL & STINSON 
TEMPORARY WORKSHOPS 
BERKLEY MODEL-ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HEAI.1H CURRICULUM PROJECT. An 
elementary school health education program with grdde 4 involved with digestion and grade 5 
the lungs. 
HLTH 495-588; 2 CREDITS; OSENDORF 
PRIMARY GRADES HEAI.1H CURRICULUM FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP (Seattle Work-
shop). On-site evaluation of Primary Grades Health Curriculum implementation ha5ed upon 
workshop, summer 1984. Also, a one-day reconvening session on campll5. 
HLTH 495-588; 1 CREDIT; OSENDORF 
PRIMARY GRADES HEAI.1H CURRICULUM WORKSHOP (Seattle Workshop ).A pratical 
panicipative experience in learning ahout the Seattle Model of health instruction in the primary 
grades. 
HLTH 495-588; 2 CREDITS; OSENDORF 
CREATIVE USES OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE. A look at contemporniy children's 
literature, with an emphasis on the development of creative uses for such materials. Workshop 
fee required. Tuition must also be paid by those wishing credit. 
IM 495-595; I CREDIT; KEABLE 
DATA BASES FOR EDUCATORS. Access Lo and use of computer bibliographic and numeric 
data files on DIAIDG and BRS of use and interest to public school educators; special an enc ion to 
ERJC files and resources and non•eduC.uional data files of interest to educators. 
IM 495-595; I CREDIT; EWING, K. 
DEVELOPING A SCHOOL MEDIA CENTER COMPUTER CATALOG.A workshop designed 
to provide the panicipant with background information on computer catalog systems and 
related software, and preparing a libraiy for implementation. 
IM 495-595; I CREDIT; COWNS, G. 
INSTRUCI1ONAL GRAPHICS, MACINTOSH AND MACPAINT. An introduc>ion to the 
creation and use of graphic images for instruction using the Apple Macintosh microcomputer. 
IM 495-595; I CREDIT; EWING, K. 
LOGO FOR TEACHERS AND MEDIA SPECIALISTS. Intended as an introduc1ion to 
educators for what LOGO is and how it will impaLt a school's curriculum. Students will become 
knowledgeable on the various facets of LOGO through a series of dire<.ted activities. 
IM 495-595 ; I CREDIT; SIMONS 
MICROCOMPUTER TELECOMMUNICATION FOR RESOURCE CENTERS. The explora-
tion and use of the microcomputer and related equipment in accessing and transferring data 
electronically. 
IM 495-595 ; I CREDIT; JOSEPHSON 
QUALITY COURSEWARE, Ufil.IZING 1HE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION SOFIWARE EVALlITION PROGRAM. An indepth analysis of the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Education "Quality Courseware" evaluation projeLt and its use as a resource for 
Minnesota educators. 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; WAJWN 
COMPUTERIZED TYPESE1TING FOR 1HE GRAPHIC ARTS. A workshop designed to 
provide hands-on experience with computerized typesetting equipment. Input, composition , 
editing, storage, retrieval and output related to a variety of machines will be covered. 
IND 495-595; 2 CREDITS; BJORKLUND 
DIESEL TECHNOLOGY. Analysis of current diesel technology including BASIC designs, 
components, fuel injection, and supJX)rting systems. 
IND 495-595; 2 CREDITS; SCHWALLER 
HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY. Analysis of AIR-TO -AIR and WATER-TO-AIR Heat Pump 
Technology. 
IND 495-595; 2 CREDITS; SCHWALLER 
WORKSHOP IN TRACK AND FIELD. A learn-by-doing approach to track and field activities 
with emphasis on biomechanical principles of the events involved and special certification 
options for TAC/USA officials and coaches certification. 
PE 495-588; 2 CREDITS; WAXLAX 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS-I.AB VOLT AS18I45/AA352 SYSTEM. A study of the latest lab 
equipment developments in digital devices and circuitry as applied to computer systems. Daily 
hands.on applied activities using MSI moderns. Each participant to receive complimentary 
manual. 
TECH 495-588; 4 CREDITS; KOLBERT 
PREPARATORY ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICITY TRAINING-PEET (Lab Volt 556). The 
workshop is based upon the Prepar.u01y Electronic/ Elet:tricity Training (PEIT System-Lab 
Volt 556). Content will include fundamentals of AC/ DC, diodes, transistors, op-amps, and 
introduction to digital electronics. For persons teaching high schlX>l o r vocational ele<.--ironics. 
TECH 495-588; 4 CREDITS; GOKE 
TOURS 
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES. Tours of industries developing, manufacturing, testing, and 
using the state-of.the-art technologies with emphasis on selected emerging technologies such 
as lasers, robotics, and microprocessor control will be stressed. 
IND 410-510; 2 CREDITS; NE.5TEL 
BETWEEN EAST AND WEST, Vienna, Budapest, Prague, Warsaw, Berlin. Tour is designed to 
increase our understanding of the contemporuy life and the proud history of Eastern Europe. 
For further information on this tour contact Conrinuing Studies, 255·3081. 
EVENTS SCHEDULED IN COOPERATION WD1I 
1111! CENTER FOR GRADUATE AND CONTINUING SIUDIES 
28th ANNUAL MINNESOTA INSlTIUfE ON AGING-June 4-6 
SUMMER BASKETBALL DAY CAMP AND LEAGUE-DATES TO BE ANNOUNCED 
GERMAN LANGUAGE CAMP-AUGUST- EXACT DATES TO BE ANNOUNCED 
MICRO-COMPUfER CAMP-DATES TO BE ANNOUNCED 
VOICE SKILLS WORKSHOP-July 12-19, 1985 
ELDERHOSTEL-PROGRAM FOR PEOPIE 60 AND OVER 
I. July 7-13 
II. July 21-27 
For funher information contact Continuing Studies, 255-3081. 
1111! LINDBERGH Ll!C'l'URE-)UNE-SPECIFIC DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Contact the Continuing Studies Office, 255-3081. 
am.DCAREAVAil.ABLE-SUMMERSCHOOLsrtJDENTS 
On-Campus child care for children of srudents, Slaff, and faculty will be available, 
Eligibility, Children aged 2 months through 5 years 
Location, Campus Child Care Center 
Hours, Monday-Thursday, 6'45 am. to 4,00 p.m. 
Friday, 6,45 am. to 12,00 noon 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTI!ATION FORMS, contact, 
Campus Child Care Center 
Engineering and Computing Center 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
(612) 255-3296 
Regularly scheduled classes do not meet on Fridays. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION: May 3, 1985 
New special, new graduate, former and currently 
enrolled students are strongly encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Classes with low 
enrollment may be cancelled 
ON-CAMPUS DAY AND EVENING a.ASSES begin: 
June 10, First Tenn/July 15, Second Term 
GRADUATION APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 
SUMMER QUARTER: June 21, 1985 
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 
May 3, Friday-Advance registration for firs< and second term ends. 
May 13, Monday-Class schedules and bills mailed to srudents who registered in advance. 
May 13, Monday-June 14, Friday-Registration for students who did not advance register or 
who did not pay fees by May 31 if they did advance register. 
Drop/Add (Schedule Changes) for firs< and second term, Room 117, Administrative 
Services Building. 
May 31, Friday-Deadline for fee payment for adwnce registration for fir,t term. 
July S, Friday-Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
FIRST SUMMER Tl!IIM 
June IO, Monday-Day and evening classes begin. 
June 14, Friday-Registration and additions to schedule end (Late fee added to registration 
fee). 
June 21, Friday-Graduation application deadline for summer quarter. 
July 4, Thursday-Independence Day (Holiday). 
July 5, Friday-Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
July 8, Monday-Deadline for dropping first term classes 
July 11, Thursday-Last day classes meet. 
July 12, Friday-Official closing of fil5t summer term. 
SECOND SUMMER Tl!IIM 
May 13, Monday-Class schedules and bills mailed to students who registered in advance (by 
May3). 
May 13, Monday-July 19, Friday-Registration forsrudentswhodid not advance register or who 
did not pay fees by July 5 if they did advance register. 
Drop/ Add (schedule changes) for second term, Room 117, Administrative Services 
Building. 
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July 5, Friday-Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for second term. 
July lS, Monday-Day and evening classes begin. 
July 19, Friday-Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added to registration fee). 
July 19, Friday-Deadline for graduation applications for summer quarter. 
August 12, Monday-Deadline for dropping second term courses. 
August 15, Thursday-Last day classes meet. 
August 16, Friday-Summer quarter commencement. 
August 16, Friday-Official closing of second summer term. 
OFF-CAMPUS SCHEDUIE. Contact the Office of Continuing Education for 
information about courses offered off the St. Cloud State University campus. 
NOTE, Instructor's signature required to withdraw from a firs< term class after 
June 14. The last date to withdraw from a fir,t term class with a grade of 'W' is 
Monday, July 8. 
Instructor's signature required to withdraw from a second term class after 
July 19. The last date to withdraw from a second term class with a grade of 'W ' is 
Monday, August 12. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Summer quarter is divided into two terms. Classes do not meet on Fridays. All regular courses 
scheduled for the first term will meet from June IO to July 11. All regular courses scheduled for 
the second term will meet from July 15 to August 15. Courses scheduled to meet Monday 
evening will beginJune 10 for first term classes and July 15 for second term classes. Dates for 
short term courses are specified 
A grade report will be sent to each student at the end of the quarter. Grade reports and 
transcripts with summer 1985 grades Will. NOT BE AV AIIABLE BEFORE AUGUST 23, I 985. 
Any registration after May 3 will be considered an ADD. Therefore, if you do not register on or 
before May 3 you must follow the procedures listed in the Adding and/or Dropping course 
section of this booklet 
PROPER REGISTRATION IS YOUR RESPONSIBIU1Y. Advisers are assigned to assist in the 
selection of courses, but the ultimate RESPONSIBIU1Y RESTS WITII YOU. Read this class 
schedule and refer to the Genera/Bulletin and/or Graduate Bulletin to insure that you are using 
correct course numbers and have met prerequisites, general education, major and minor 
requirements. Please read all directions carefully; it will save you time. The University reserves 
the right to withdaw or modify any course including the change of instructor.; or time and place 
of class meetings. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT LOCATIONS 
ACCT, • • • ••••••.•• • ••••• • • BB310 
AMSf •••••••••••••••••••• SH 205B 
ANTH •• • •••••••••• • ••••• • SH 334D 
ART •••••••••••••••••••• KVAC IOI 
AS'IR ..................... MS324 
BIOL . . . ............. . .... MS262 
BEOA •• • ••••••••• • ••• • ••.• BB204 
CFS ••••••••••••••••• • ••. EBAl31 
CHEM • • • •• • • • • • • •••• • • •• • MS358 
qs ............. . ......... LH G3 
CSCI .... . ................ MS 168 
DAN • • •• ••••. • • •• •• •• • • •• BH212 
DTS •••••••• • •• • ••• •• • • • WH BSMf 
EAST , ... .. .... . ... .. .... SH 205B 
ECON ••••••••••••••••.•••• LH28 
ED •••••• • • • • ••• ••• • ••• •• EBAl32 
EDAD ••.•••.•• •• ••••...•• EB B118 
EE • • ••••••••••••• • •••••• ECC 139 
EFL •••••••••••••••••• , •••• R 106 
ENGL. ••••••••••••• •• •••• • • R 106 
ENGR ••••••.••• • ••• • • • ••• ECC 145 
ENV • • •• • •• • • • • • ••• • ••••• BH 123 
ESCI . ... . ..... . .... . ..... . MS41 
FREN •••••••••••••••••••• BH 212 
GEOG •• •• •• • • •• ••••••••• • SH314 
GER ••••••••••••••••..... BH 212 
GERO •••••••••••••••• • •• SH 205B 
HIST ...................... LHB 
HLTH .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • HAH 227 
HONS •••••••• • •••• •• ..•••• DEPT 
OFFERING COURSE 
HURL ••••••••• • •••••••••• EBA131 
IDS ..................... SH 205B 
IM ••••••• ••••• ••••• • ••• • CH 214 
IND ..... ... .. . ..... . .... HH20S 
INIR .................... SH 205B 
LOC & URB AFF • •• • ••••••••• SH 205B 
MATH •••••••• • ••••••••••• MSI68 
MBA ••••••••• • • • •••••••••• BBI04 
MASS COMM •••••••••••••••• SH 135 
MGMF ••••.• • • • •••.•••.•• • BBI04 
MIN ••• • ••••••••••••• • ••• WH308 
MKGB ••••.•• • •••• • ••.••• • BB304 
MUSIC •••. •• • • ••• •• ••••• • • PA 240 
ORIE ••••.••• • ••••••• AlWOOD 106 
PE •••••• • • • • • ••••••.••• HAH 227 
PHIL ••.........•......•. BH 123 
PHYS •••.• ••• ••• • ••.•••••• MS 324 
POL ••••••• • •••• • •••••••• BH 315 
PSY • ••• ••• • •••••••••• • •• EBA216 
QMJS • •••• • ••••••• , ••••••• BB210 
RDNG ••.•. • ..•....••••••• SH 110 
REC . . .... ... .. .. ....... HAH227 
REL •••••• • •••••••••••••• BH 123 
RHET ••••• • •••• • • • ••••••• BH 123 
RlJS.5 • ••..•.... • . • •.• • ••• BH212 
SOC •• • •• •• •••••••••• • ••• SH334D 
SPAN •••• • ••••••••••••••• BH 212 
SPC • • •• •••••••••. ••• •••• • PA202 
SPED •.•• •• ••• • ••••. • .•.• EB A211 
SSCI. ••••••••• • • •• •• • •••• SH 205B 
SSPA ••.•• • ••• •• •••••••••• EBA216 
SST . .................. . . SH205B 
SW •••• ••••••••••••• • •• • • SH 334D 
TECH •. • •...••.... •• ••• • • HH 106 
TH ••••••••• • •••••••••• • •• PA202 
WS •••••••••••• , ••••••••••• LH 16 
ADDING AND/OR DROPPING COURSES 
Students may add and/ or drop regularly scheduled classes for fir,t term from May 13 through 
June 14 in Room 117 of the Administrative Services Building. There will be no refund for first 
term classes dropped after June 7 (See refund policy). First term classes which are dropped may 
not be used to "off set" tuition for second term. Students may add and/or drop regularly 
scheduled classes for second term from May 13 through July 19 in Room 117 of the 
Administrative Services Building. There will be no refund for second term classes dropped after 
July 12 (See refund policy). 
AD~IONS 
New undergraduate students must submit an application for admis.sion. Write the Office of 
Admissions, 115 Administra1ive Services Building, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 
56301; Phone 612-255-2243, or contact your high school counselor for admission information 
and materials. 
New graduate students must write to the Graduate Studies Office for admission information and 
materials. Write the Graduate School, Whitney House, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, 
MN 56301; Phone 612255-2113. 
New students not pursuing a degree at St. Cloud State University are automatically classified as a 
special student. The registration form wil1 serve as the admission form for special students. 
ADVISING 
All undergraduate students enrolled in daytime classes spring quaner who have not been 
officially admitted to a major program of study must confer with their faculty advisers before 
registering at advance registration. Students should have theworkingscheciu!e form ~ompl~ed 
before seeing their adviser. Faculty advisers will give students a signed penmt to register ~uch 
must be presented at advance registration. DO NOT WAJT until the last day to obtam the 
registration permit. See your adviser by May 1. 
Students who are on "academic probation" spring quarter may not advance register for summer 
quaner. Students on "normal progress" probacion may advance register for summ~r quarter. 
ALTERNATE COURSllS 
See number 2-D of Advance RegistratJon section. 
AUDITING 
If you are auditing a course ( taking it for no credit) you must mark "audit" on your registration 
form at the time you register. 
BUILDING ABBREVIATIONS 
AMC = Atwood Memorial Center 
BB = Business Building 
BH = Brown Hall 
CH = Centennial Hall 
EB = Education Building 
ECC = Engineering and Computing Center 
EH = Eastman Hall 
HH = Headley Hall 
HaH = Halenbeck Hall 
HaH-AR = Halenbeck Hall, Archery Range 
HaH-DS = Halenbeck, Dance Studio 
HaH-EB = Halenbeck, East Balcony 
HaH-GG = Halenbeck, Gymnastics Gytn 
HaH-MG = Halenbeck, Main Gytn 
HaH-NB = Halenbeck, Nonh Balcony 
HaH-OS = Outside 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HaH-P = Halenbeck, Pool 
HaH-S = Halenbeck, New Addition (So.) 
HaH-SAC = Halenbeck, Activity Center 
HaH-SRB = Halenbeck, Racquetball Courts 
HaH-SWG = Halenbeck, Wrestling Gytn 
HaH-TC = Halenbeck, Tennis Courts 
HaH-lR = Halenbeck, Training Room 
HaH-WB = Halenbeck, West Balcony 
KVAC = Kiehle Visual Arts Center 
lH = lawrence Hall 
MS = Mathematics and Science Center 
PA = Performing Arts Center 
PA-STG 1 = Performing Arts, Stage I 
PA-STG II = Performing Arts, Stage II 
R = RivelView 
SH = Stewart Hall 
Permission of the deparunent chaitperson is needed for all classes listed as "Permission Only." 
These include arranged courses and independent study courses. Receive written permission on 
the proper forms to submit with your course request fonn at registration. Fonns are available 
from the department chaitperson. 
CALENDAR AND SCHEDULE CHANGllS 
AJI provisions within this class schedule are subject to change without notice. The university 
schedule and calendar are subject to modification or cancelJation due to occurrences such as 
lack of enrollment, lack of funding, fire, flood, labor disputes, interruption of utility seIVices, acts 
of God, civil disorder and war. In the event of such occurrences, the University will attempt to 
accommodate its students. It does not, however, guarantee that courses of instruction, extra 
curricular activities or other university programs or events will be completed or rescheduled. 
Refunds will be made to eligible students in accordance with State University Board policy. 
CHANGE OF ADD~ 
If you change your address at any time during the quaner, you must complete a Change of 
Address Form in the Office of Records and Registration, Administrative Services Building, 
Room 120. 
~LOAD 
Two summer terms are equivalent to one quarter. The maximum load for a graduate student 
(any student registered for a graduate course) is 16 credits, not to exc~ 9 crec_lits in an~ o~e 
summer term. All undergraduate students accepted in a major program or mtendmg to maior m 
a program wishing to register for more than 10 credits per term must: secure permission in 
advance of registration from their college dean. All undergraduate students undecided about a 
major must secure permission for more than 10 credits per term from the As.sistant Vice 
President for Academic Allairs. 
~ MEETING 11MF.S 
0800-0850 = 8:00 a.m. to 8:50 a.m. 
1300-1350 = 1:00 p.m. to 1:50 p.m. 
1800-2110 = 6:00 p.m. to 9:10 p.m. _ . . . 
"lab Arranged" means that additional meeting times will be scheduled on an md1V1dual basis. 
Day Classes = Classes that meet 0800 through 1650. 
Evening Classes = Classes that begin at 1700 or lacer. 
Half I = Meets first half of the quaner. 
Half 2 = Meets second half of the quaner. 
Courses that meet other than for the full quaner orthe first half or second half are listed with the 
Begin and End Oates in the course schedule. 
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday; F = Friday; S = Saturday. 
~ NUMBERING SYSTEM 
011 -099 = No Credit 
100, 200 = Freshmen and Sophomores 
300, 400 = Juniors and Seniors 
500, 600 = Graduate 
~ROOM NUMBERS 
Classroom numbers follow the building abbreviations. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS . 
A student must be admitted to pre-business or be admitted to a major to enroll in Accounting 
291,292,293; Marketing 235; QMIS 150,240 and 241. The major need not be offered by the 
College ofBusiness. To enroll in 300 and 400 level courses offered by the College ofBusmess a 
student must be admitted to a major (any major) and have completed 96 credits prior to spring 
4 
quaner, 1985, and have a 2.5 HPR. Students admitted toa majoror minorrequiring 300-400 level 
business courses may apply for an exemption in Room 123, Business Building if they do not 
have a 2.5 HPR. 
CO-REQUISITE 
If a course lists a co-requisite the student must also register for that class. 
DROPPING (WITIIDRAWING) FROM COURSllS 
You may drop a course received at advance registration any time before you pay fees without 
paying for the course. You may also drop a course and receive a full refund on or before June 7 
for first term and July 12 for second term. No refunds will be made for courses dropped after 
June 7 for first term and July 12 for second term unless all courses are dropped (See Refund 
Policy section). 
You may withdraw from a full term course (without refund) before June 14 for first term and 
July 19 for second term without the signature of the inslructor. The instructor's signature is 
required for full term courses dropped ( withdrawn) from June 17 through July 8 for first term 
and July 22 through August 12 for second term_ You should not wait until the last day to discuss 
with the instructor this matter and obtain a signature on a Drop/ Add Form. The instructor's 
signature is not required to withdraw completely from the University or to drop an evening or 
extension course; however the deadlines still apply. The instructor's signature is required after 
June 17 forfirsttermandJuly 22 for second term to drop a class which meets less than full term. 
The Drop/ Add Form must be signed by the instructor and processed by the Office of Records 
and Registration before 80% of the class meeting days have elapsed. 
FINANCIAL AID 
Financial assistance is made available to all students who meet the eligibi1iry requirements for 
federal and state funds. Gilt assistance is made available under the Pell Grant, Minnesota State 
Scholarship and Grant, and the MinneSOla Part-Time Grant Programs. Loan assistance is 
available under the National Direct Student Loan, Guaranteed Scudent Loan, Parent Loan, and 
Shon Term Loan Programs.Jobs are made available to students under the federal and state Work 
Sludy Programs. Application materials and detailed information about all the programs made 
available to SCSU students may be obtained by directly contacting the Financial Aids Office, 
Room 106, Administrative SeIVices Building; Phone 612-255-2047. 
Federal regulations stipulate that students receiving federal financial assistance under the 
National Direct Student Loan, Supplemental Educational Opponunity Grant, or the Federal 
College Work Study Program during the summer terms must be in attendance at SCSU at least 
half-time the quaner preceding (spring) or immediately following the summer sessions (fall) 
in order to be eligible to receive this assistance. These regulations also stipulate that a student 
must be enrolled at least half-time during the summer and pursuing an educational objective in 
order to be eligible to receive federal financial aid. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS (ADVANCE REGISTRATION ONLY) 
The class schedule lists a series of free time periods available for blocking out segments of the 
day. The time block listings are found after the direction section of this class schedule. In 
requesting the free time blocks you should realize that: 
A Designating free time means that you WIILNOT be assigned any courses during that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the chances of having your schedule completed. 
A free time block should be requested only when absolutely necessary. Llst the requested time 
block under the First Choice Section of the Course Request Card_ You should block out the 
entire term if you are unable to attend classes during the term. Use 9990 if you cannot attend the 
first term and 9995 if you cannot attend the second term. 
GRADING OPTION 
SU/REQ = Satisfactory /Unsatisfactory grading is required. 
EITHER= Student has the option of electing a S/U grade or the conventional letter grade. This 
option must be made by the end of the second class meeting. 
All other classes will be graded on the A, B, C, D, E system. 
GRADUATION 
Students wishing to graduate summer quaner should submit an Application for Graduation to 
the Office of Records and Registration (undergraduate) or to the Office of Graduate Studies 
(graduate) prior to June 21. No applications for the summer graduation will be accepted after 
July 19. Summer quaner commencement will be held on August 16. 
HEALffl INSURANCE 
The State University System traditionally has sponsored a student health insurance plan 
undeIWritten bya private insurance company. If you are not covered by your parent's plan or do 
not have an individual plan, you should consider the State University System sponsored plan. 
However, at the time of printing this brochure, the ext em of coverage and the cost of premiums 
has not been determined. Should you need medical insurance, please check with the offices of 
Student Health SeIVices or Student Llfe and Development in May or June, 1985. 
M.i\JOR STIJDENTS ONLY 
To enroll in courses listed as MAJOR S'llJDENTS ONLY, you must be officially admitted to a 
major, minor or program in the department. Students who have not been officially admitted to 
the major or minor of the department may not register for these classes without approval of the 
depanment chairperson. 
PENALTIFS 
Tuition and fees for registrations processed after advance registration must be paid prior to the 
third day of classes or there will be a late fee of $5.00. Changes of class schedule at the request of 
the student after the third day of classes will be $2.00 per change. 
PRE-REOUISITE 
An asterisk (•)behind the course number indicates there is a pre-requisite for the course which 
is listed in the General Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin. You must have the instructor's 
permission to register for a class if you are not currently registered for or have completed the 
pre•requisite. 
REBATES FOR INTERNS AND STIJDENT TEACHERS 
Interns and student teachers may apply for a rebate of a portion of the student union and 
activities fees they have paid if their duty station is located more than fifty (50) miles from St. 
Cloud (as defined by the State of Minnesota Mileage Chan). The rebate forms are available in 
Atwood Ballroom at advance registration or in the Administrative Services Building, Room 117. 
The Rebate Request Form must be returned toAS-117 no later than the final day of the student 
teaching or internship assignment. 
REFUNDS 
I. DAYilME SJ1JDENTS 
A State University Board regulations stipulate students are responsible for paying tuition 
and fees fo r those courses and credits for which they are enrolled when classes begin 
7,30 a.m.,June 10, first term and 7,30 a.m.,July 15 second term. To receive a refund for 
the dropped portion of their class schedule, students mUSI drop classes no later than 
June 7 (first term) and July 12 (second term). After these dates, unless the students' class 
schedule is reduced by the University, no refund will be issued for dropped courses. 
8. Students withdrawing completely from the University must process a withdrawal form 
in the Office of Records and Registration, 117 Administrative Services Building. The 
following refund schedule applies to total withdrawal from classes. Up to and including 
the 5th instructional day, 60% refund; 6th through I 0th instructional day, 20% refund; 
and thereafter no refund will be given. 
2. EVENING SJ1JDENTS. State University Board regulations state that if there is notification of 
withdrawal prior to the first class meeting a full refund will be given. Prior to the second 
class meeting, 60% will be refunded; prior to the third class meeting, 20%; and thereafter, 
no refund will be given. No partial refunds will be made for courses dropped by a student 
unless he withdraws officially from the whole of his course work. If a student mUSI 
withdraw, he should immediately contact the Office of Records and Registration, St. Cloud 
State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301; Phone 612-255-2111. 
3- SHORT COURSES. No refunds will be made for short courses ( duration ofless than two and 
one-half weeks) after the beginning of that course. 
4. All financial aid awards mUSI be repaid in the same percent as the refund, i.e. 80% refund on 
tuition and fees implies 80% of all financial aid awards will be due. 
REGISTRATION POUCY FOR PREVIOUSLY 
ATI'EMPfED COURSFS 
The following courses will not be scheduled if they have been previously attempted, ACCT 291, 
292 ; 8EOA 309; CSCI 268, 270,272,275, 280,383; EE 251,252; ENGL 162; Math 130,131, 241, 
254; MGMF 361, 362,363; MKG8 235, 320; !'01313, 413; QMIS 150, 240,241; SPC 161; TECH 
175.A withdrawal is considered as an attempt. You may attempt to registerforthesecoursesafter 
advance registration. 
REGISTRATION PRIORITY 
Physically handicapped students may be granted a registration priority for advance registration. 
They should repott to the information table at advance registration if they have not received 
priority in the past. 
TIME CONFUCTS 
You must nOI: schedule a time conflict at advance registration ( two courses or a free time and a 
course meeting at the same time) without written permission from one of the instructors 
involved. Submit a note from one instructor with your course request form at advance 
registration. 
romoN AND FEFS 
1lll'I10N, 
Undergraduate resident 128.35 per credit 
Undergraduate non-resident 129.75 per credit 
Graduate resident 136.30 per credit 
Graduate non-resident 138.10 per credit 
Non-resident tuition does not apply to workshop, extension or tour credits 
FEES, 
Student union/ activities fee @$4.25 per credit (does not apply to workshop, extension or 
tour credits). 
(Tuition and fees may be subject to change.) 
UNIVERSl1Y HOUSING 
Single and double rooms for men, women and married couples are available in the residence 
halls. Approximate rates will be $125.00 per person/per session-double room, 1160.00 per 
person/ per session-single room. Daily rates are '7.00 for a double room and $9.00 for a single 
room. These rates are subject to change by action of the State University Board. The residence 
halls will open for occupancy beginning at 1,00 p.m. Sunday.June 9, and will remain open for 
both summer terms If you are interested in reserving a room in a residence hall you may write 
directly to the Director of Housing, Carol Hall, St Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 
56301 for the necessary application materials. During the summer terms, reservations are for 
residence hall rooms only. Students should furnish pecsonal items including pillov.,;, linens and 
blankets for a twin size bed. Food service is available at Atwood Center on a cash a la cane basis. 
The halls also provide small kitchen units which are available for snack preparation. Room 
refrigerators may be rented. 
VARIABLE CREDIT 
A course listed with VRcredit means the course maybe taken for variable credit. The number of 
credits mUSI be approved by the instructor and department chairperson. Forms are available 
from the department chairperson and mUSI be submitted at registration. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS 
Students registering for workshops, institutes and tours carrying the designation "Permission 
Only" sho uld refer to the special registration instructions listed under 'Workshops." 
Registration for workshops, institutes and tours which do not carry the designation "By 
Permission Only" is the same as any other course. Follow the registration instructions as listed 
or register the first day of class. Consult the latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop credit 
limitations on graduate programs. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION (May 3) 
New special, new graduate, former and currently enrolled students are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. This will allow the best possible class schedule. Classes with 
low enrollment may be cancelled. 
I. The following students who are eligible to attend St. Cloud State University may take 
advantage of advance registration. 
A Students not on academic probation enrolled in classes during spring quarter. Day 
students must present some form of identification (College ID, driver's license, permit 
to register, etc.) to receive registration materials. Materials will be completed at the 
Atwood Center Ballroom fro m 8'30 a.m . to 2,30 p.m. Advance registration ends May 3. 
8. Students wishing to enroll in evening and off campus courses should see the 
appropriate class schedule or section of this booklet for registration instructions. 
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C. New special, new graduate and former students not enrolled in day classes spring 
quarter 1985 should complete the Course Registration Form in the back of this booklet. 
Advance registration requests must be postmarked no later than May 3- Forms received 
after that date will be returned. 
D. New entering undergraduate students will receive registration instructions when 
accepted for admission to the University and may not advance register. 
2. Instructions for preparing the course request form. 
A Prepare a 'Working Schedule" to make certain you do not schedule a time conflict. 
Permission from one instructor muse be presented at advance registration to schedule a 
rime conflict. Day students should register for their evening on-campus classes at the 
same time they register for their day classes. 
B. Write your name and social security number in the appropriate space provided on the 
working schedule form. If you do not have a social security number you mUSI report to 
the Office of Records and Registration. Your registration will not be processed unless 



















































































C. List the four digit course reference number, depanmem name, course number, section, 
credit, class time and class days (See Class Numbering System). 
D. FOR EACH FIRSf CHOICE UST AN APPROPRIATE ALTERNATE COURSE 1N THE 
ALTERNATE SECflON OF THE WORKING SCHEDULE FORM. DO NOT USE 
DIFFERENTSECflONSOFFIRSfCHOICECOURSESASALTERNATECOURSES.First 
choices will be scheduled first. When a first choice is not available the program will 
schedule you in a different section of the same course which meets al the same time. If 
that is not available or there is no other section at the same time it will select another 
section that does not conflict with your other scheduled classes. If that rails (no section 
available) it will go to your alternate classes and repeat the process. 
E. The class schedule has a series of free time periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term. However, in doing so, you should realize that, 
1. Designating free lime means that you will not be assigned any courses during that 
time. 
2. Requests for free time dectease the chances of having your schedule completed. 
A free time block should be requested only when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or other univecsity obligations. YOU SHOULD 
BLOCK OUT THE ENTIRE TERM IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND CIASSES 
DURING THAT TERM. Use 9990 if you cannot an end the first term and 9995 if you 
cannot attend the second term. 
F. Complete the course request form. Print name and social security number on the course 
request form. Carefully copy the course reference numbers from your working 
s,;hedule. Make certain you place your first choice of classes on the left and your 
alternate courses on the right. An alternate course mUSI be on the same line as the first 
choice course (See Registration Policy for Previously An empted Courses). Make certain 
you have listed the courses and free time blocks correctly for the proper term. Do not 
schedule lime conflicts within the same lerm. 
G. If you wish to audit a course (receive no credit) , check the appropriate box afte r the 
course reference number. 
H. Your approved class schedule and fee statement will be mailed 10 the local address on 
May 13. Fees must be paid by May 31 for first summerterm andJuly 5 for second term. 
GENERAL REGISTRATION 
The general registration ses.sions have been eliminated for summer. See the section Adding and 
Dropping Courses for information about registration after May 3. All registrations after May 3 are 
co nside red to be an ADD. 
EVENING~ REGISTRATION 
Evening students who did not advance register or did register but did not pay fees by May 31 for 
first term and July 5 for second term may register and pay fees in Room 117, Administrative 
Services Building berween 5,30 and 6,30 p.m. the first night o f class (Monday evening classes 
will begin June 10 for first term classes and July 15 for second term classes). 
OFF-CAMPUS REGISTRATION 
Registration for off-campus courses will be conducted at the first class meeting; no advance 
registration will be held. Tuition will be paid at the time of registration. Information about a 
specific course may be obtained from the department offering the course. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND 
TOURS REGISTRATION 
l. Registration for on-campus summer workshops, institutes and tours NOT listed as "By 
Permission Only" shall foillow all dates, deadlines, and procedures as listed under Advance 
and General Registration or students may register the first day of class. Please refer to the 
seaion entitled "Registration." 
2. Registration for those workshops, institutes and tours canying the designation "By 
Pennission Onty" are courses in which the instructor's permis.sion is required for 
registration, therefore, a special registration procedure has been established. 
Students muse immediarelycontact the instructor forpennis.sion to enroll after which the 
instructor will forward registration instructions to the students. 
3. Students may not register for more than one workshop credit over two days, two workshop 
credits over four days or a calendar week, or a maximum of four workshop credits over two 
calendar weeks. 
4. Consult the latest Graduate Bulletin for workshop credit limita1ions on graduate programs. 
FEE PAYMENT INFORMATION 
I. ADVANCE REGISTRATION. Approved class schedules and fee statements will be mailed 
to the local address on May 13. Any students awarded financial aid through the University 
must pay the amount listed as due to reserve the classes scheduled. All amounts due must 
be paid by May 31 for first term classes and July 5 for second term classes. Students receiving 
fewer than the number of credits requested must pay fees by the deadlines for credits 
received. If you wish to change your schedule (Drop and/ or Add) you must pay your fees to 
reserve your scheduled classes. You may drop a course scheduled at advance registration 
any time before the deadlines by presenting your fee statement to the Office of Records and 
Registration, Room 117, Administrative Services Building ( tuition will not be assessed for 
courses dropped). A full refund will be made for all classes dropped on or before June 7 for 
first term classes and July 12 for second term classes. No refund will be made for courses 
dropped after the deadlines. 
If your fees are not paid by May 31 for first term classes and July 5 for second term classes 
your class schedule Will BE CANCEllED and you must follow the procedures listed 
under Adding and Dropping Courses to create a new class schedule for summer quarter. 
2. SllJDENI'S ADDING ( registering for) classes after May 3 ,.;11 be required to pay for the 
classes before June 14 for first summer term and July 19 for second term. 
3. EVENING SllJDENI'S ONLY. A fee statement for reserved evening classes for students who 
advance registered will be sent on May 13. Fees must be paid by May 31 for first summer 
term and July 5 for second summer term to reserve evening classes. Classes will be 
cancelled for evening students who advance registered and who have not paid their fees by 
that date. Students registering the first night the course meets must pay for their classes the 
night they register. 
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CHDD CARE AVAILABLE-SUMMER. SCHOOL STIJDENl'S 
On-Campus child care for children of students, staff, and faculty will be available , 
Eligibility, Children aged 2 months through 5 years 
Location, Campus Child Care Center 
Hours, Monday-Thursday, 6'45 a.m. to 4,00 p.m. 
Friday, 6'45 a.m. to 12,00 noon 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION FORMS, contact, 
Campus Child Care Center 
Engineering and Computing Cemer 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
(612) 255-32% 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION: May 3, 1985 
New special, new graduate, former and currently 
enrolled students are strongly encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Classes with low 
enrollment may be cancelled. 
ON-CAMPUS DAY AND EVENING ~FS begin: 
June 10, First Term/July 15, Second Term 
GRADUATION APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 
SUMMER QUARTER: June 21, 1985 
a.AM SCHEDULE/SUMMER QUARTER/Jlint TermJune 10-July 12/Second Term July 15-Augult 16 
EACH LISTING INCLUDES: COURSE REFERENCE NUMBER, DEPARThlENf AND CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSIRUCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
HRS INS'I1lUCTOR 
COURSE NUMBER, SECDON, 1Tl1.E, CREDITS, JNS'IRUCTOR, SPECIAL 0021 ACCT 293• 01 Accounting Iii 4 Staff 0303 ART 303• 01 Inter Graphic Des I 4 Alhelm F 
INFORMATION, TIME, ROOM. MIWR 0730.0925 BB 318 MIWR 0935-1130 'ENAC 208 
0022 ACCT 382" 01 Jntennediale II 4 OlsbergM 0307 ART 340• 01 Oil Painting II 4 BrownD 
FREE TIME BLOCK/FIRST TERM MIWR 0935-1130 BB 316 MIWR 1140-1335 'ENAC 209 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS'I1lUCTOR 0023 ACCT 481' 01 Advanced Accounting 4 Car)SCXlR 0319 ART 380" 01 Jewelry II 4 RoyJ 
9950 FREE 001 01 0 MIWR 0730-0925 BB 117 MIWR 0935.1130 'ENAC 104 
MIWR 0730.0925 0025 ACCT 485" 01 Advanced Tax 4 OlsbergM 0304 ART 403• 01 Inter Graphic Des 11 4 Alhelm F 
9951 FREE 002 01 0 MIWR 0730-0925 BB 316 MIWR 0935.1130 'ENAC 208 
MIWR 0935-1130 0024 ACCT ss1• 01 Advanced Accounting 4 Carlson R 0308 ART 440" 01 Painting Ill 4 BrownD 
9952 FREE 003 01 0 MIWR 0730-0925 BB 117 MIWR 11401335 'ENAC 209 
M1WR 11401335 0026 ACCT ss5• 01 Advanced Tax 4 OlsbergM 0320 ART 480" 01 Jewelry Ill 4 RoyJ 
9953 FREE 004 01 0 MIWR 0730-0925 BB 316 MIWR 0935-1130 'ENAC 104 
M1WR 1345-1540 
9955 FREE 006 01 0 
I AMERICAN STIJDIES/FIRST TERM ART/SECOND TERM MIWR 180().2130 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS JNSIRUCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INSIRUCTOR 9990 FREE 007 01 0 0151 AMST 101 Institutionalized Am 4 Simpson EE MIWR 0730.2300 01 0324 ART 101 01 Basic Design 4 AikenJ MIWR 0935-1120 SH 228 MIWR 11401335 'ENAC G04 
0155 AMST 102 01 Modern America 4 Simp.,on E E 0323 ART 120 OS Studio-Design 4 AikenJ 
FREE TIME BLOCK/SECOND TERM MlWR 11401335 SH 228 MIWR 11401335 'ENAC G04 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INS'J11UCTOR 0325 ART 120 06 Studio-Sculpture 4 AikenJ 
9956 FREE 008 01 0 AMERICAN STIJDIES/SECOND TERM MIWR 1345-1540 'ENAC G04 M1WR 0730-0925 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INSIRUCTOR 0329 ART 120 07 Studio-Ceramics 4 Halberg L 
9957 FREE 009 01 0 0156 AMST 102 Amer Civilization II 4 Hellwig DJ 
MIWR 073()-0925 'ENAC G02 
MlWR 0935·1130 
02 
MIWR 0935·1130 SH 210 0334 ART 120 08 Studio-Glassworking 4 Loch G 
9958 FREE 010 01 0 MIWR 0935-1130 'ENAC G07 
MlWR 1140-1335 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 0341 ART 120 09 Studio-Photography 4 Sherarts T 9959 FREE 011 01 0 MlWR 11401335 'ENAC 204 
MlWR 1345-1540 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INSIRUCTOR 
0201 ANill 267 01 Cultural Anthro 4 l.avendaR 
0338 ART 121 01 Humanities 4 Loch G 
9961 FREE 013 01 0 MlWR 11401335 'ENAC G14 
MIWR 180().2130 MIWR 0730-0925 SH 329 
0202 ANill 491• 01 Field Meths Ethno YR l.avenda R 
0326 ART 260" 01 Sculprure I 4 AikenJ 
9995 FREE 014 01 0 MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC G04 
M1WR 0730-2300 By Permission Only 
Hour.; Arranged 0330 ART 270• 02 Intro to Cer Studio 4 Halberg L 
MlWR 0730-0925 'ENAC G02 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM ANTHROPOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
0331 ART 271• 01 Beginning Throwing 4 Halberg L 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INS'J11UCTOR MlWR 0935.1130 'ENAC G02 
444• 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INSIRUCTOR 
0008 ACCT 01 Internship 16 Roser S 0335 ART 285' 01 Glassworking I 4 Loch G 
By Permission Only 0203 ANill 250 01 Intro Anthropology 4 Lavenda R MlWR 0935-1130 'ENAC G07 
Hours Arranged MIWR 0730-0925 SH 329 0342 ART 305 01 Pho<ography I 4 Sherarts T 
0204 ANill 491' 02 Field Meths Ethno YR Lavenda R MlWR 1140·1335 'ENAC 204 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
By Permissioo Only 
ART 360' Sculpture II 4 AikenJ Hour.; Arranged 0327 01 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS JNS'JRUCTOR MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC G04 
0001 ACCT 291 01 Accounting I 4 Staff ART/FIRST TERM 
0332 ART 371• 01 Intenned Throwing 4 Halberg L 
MIWR 0730.0925 BB 317 MlWR 0935-1130 'ENAC G02 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INS11!UCTOR 
0336 385' 0002 ACCT 291 02 Accounting I 4 Staff ART 01 Glassworking II 4 Loch G 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 317 0301 ART 104' 01 Intro co Graphic Des 4 Alhelm F MIWR 0935-1130 'ENAC G07 
MIWR 0730-0925 'ENAC 106 
0343 405• Pho<ography II 0003 ACCT 292' 01 Accounting It 4 Staff ART 01 4 Sherarts T 
M1WR 0935-1130 BB 317 0309 ART 110 01 Beginning Drawing 4 Brown D MlWR 11401335 'ENAC 204 
0004 
MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC 206 437 Modern Art ACCT 380' 01 Managerial Accting 4 Roser S 0339 ART 01 4 Sherarts T 
MIWR 0935·1130 BB 318 0305 ART 120 01 Studio-Painting 4 Brown D M1WR 1345-1540 'ENAC G14 
381' 
MlWR 11401335 'ENAC 209 460' Sculpture Ill 4 AikenJ 0005 ACCT 01 Intermediate I Acct 4 Carlson R 0328 ART 01 
MlWR 0935-1130 BB 117 0310 ART 120 02 Studio-Drawing 4 Brown D MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC G04 
0006 
MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC 206 ART 471• Adwnced Throwing 4 Halberg L ACCT 383" 01 Intermediate Ill 4 McLean s 0333 01 
MlWR 0935.1130 BB 316 0317 ART 120 03 Studio-Jewelry 4 RoyJ MIWR 0935 .. 1130 'ENAC G02 
MlWR 0935-1130 'ENAC 104 485' Glassworking III 0007 ACCT 385' 01 Income Tax Acaing 4 McLean S 0337 ART 01 4 Loch G 
MIWR 0730-0925 BB 316 0321 ART 120 04 Studio-Ceramics 4 Plantenberg S M1WR 0935-1130 'ENAC G07 
MlWR 0730-0925 'ENAC G02 0340 Modern Art 0009 ACCT 486' 01 Auditing Theory 4 Carlson R ART 537 01 4 Sherarts T 
MlWR 0730-0925 BB 117 0302 ART 203• 01 Beg Graphic Des I 4 Alhelm F MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC Gl4 
MlWR 0730-0925 'ENAC 106 
0010 ACCT 586' 01 Auditing Theory 4 Carlson R 
MlWR 0730-0925 BB 117 0311 ART 210' 01 Advanced Drawing 4 Brown D 
I 
ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM MlWR 1345-1540 'ENAC 206 
0306 240' 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INS11!UCTOR 
ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
ART 01 Painting I 4 Brown D 
MlWR 11401335 'ENAC 209 5601 ASll! 106 01 Cone in A.wonomy 4 Weitenbeck A 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTJl£ HRS INS'J11UCTOR 270' 
MIWR 0935.1130 MS 24 
0322 ART 01 Intro to Cer Studio 4 Plantenberg S 
0020 ACCT 291 03 Accounting I 4 Staff MIWR 073()-0925 'ENAC G02 
MlWR 0935-1130 BB 318 0318 ART 280' 01 Jewelry! 4 RoyJ 
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CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTI\UCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTI\UCTOR 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSlllUCTOR 1211 CHEM 216• 01 General Chemistry 2 4 Qupenter J H 2602 ESCI 106 01 lotto to ESCI 4 Ande!,on Gally 
5602 AS'ffi 106 02 Cone in Astronomy 4 Lesikar AV MW 0935-1215 MS 122 11! 0935-1130 BH 345 MIWR 0935-1130 MS 116 
MIWR 0935-1130 MS 24 1223 CHEM 252' 01 Bio-Organic Chem 2 4 NlcklesWC 2605 ESC1 407 01 Mn Rocks and W3Iers 4 Soroka Leonard 
11! 0935-1215 MS 122 MW 0935-1245 MS 382 By Pennission OnoZ Watkinslwn 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FULL TERM 1225 CHEM 325' 01 Quantitative Anal 4 McMullenJC 
Begin/End Da1C 03 to 06-28 
MIWR 0935-1025 MS 376 MIWR 1030-1315 MS 337 
M1WRF 0900-1450 MS 21 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSlllUCTOR 2606 ESCI 507 01 Mn Rocks and W3Iers 4 Soroka Leonard 
0835 BIOL 444 03 Internship YR Croon} By Permission OnoZ Watkins Ivan 
By Permission Only CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM Begin/End Date 03 to 06-28 
Hours Arranged CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITIUl HRS INSIRUCTOR M1WRF 0900-1450 MS 21 
2289 CFS 360 01 Pr.,ct Child/Family 1 BlaskaJoon 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM Co-Requisite, 2 CFS 422 2288 EARTII SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1TIU HRS INS11!UCTOR Hours Arranged CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSElTIU HRS INSll!UCTOR 
0801 BIOL 102 01 The Uving World 4 CoukerJ 2284 CFS 
415 01 Found3Ilon of Fam F.d 4 Palm Glen 2603 ESCI 105 01 Water Fnvtronment 4 Nelson Charles 
M1WRF 0830-1630 EB BlOB May Julie MIWR 0935-1130 BH 130 The class will meet May 4 from 8,30-4,30 plus 2 arranged days 
MIWR 11401335 MS 28 
0802 BIOL 104 01 Human Biology 4 RehwalchC 2288 CFS 422 01 SWvey of Fam/Par in 3 Blaska]Oan 
2604 ESCI 106 02 Imro to ESCI 4 Nelson Charles 
MIWR 11401335 MS 245 
=uisite, 2 CFS 360 2289 
MIWR 0935-1130 MS 116 
0803 BIOL 106 01 Hum Gen + Brth Dfcts 4 RehwalchC End Date 06-10 to 06-21 
MIWR 0730-0925 MS 245 MIWRF 0830-1215 EB B108 ECONOMICS/FULL TERM 
0804 BIOL 201 01 Biology I-Gen Prln 4 McCueJ 2281 CFS 423 01 F.d Dev Young Child 3 MayalaJacob CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS11!UCTOR 
MIWR 0935-1130 MS 16 By Pennlsslon Only 
1524 444 Co-Requisite, 2 CFS 460 2282 ECON 01 Internship YR Staff 
0805 BIOL 202• 01 Biology 2- Botany 4 EzellW Hours Arranged W>Arranged By Permission Only MIWR 0935-1130 MS 203 Hours Arranged 
0806 BIOL 303• 01 Ceil Biology 3 Johnson V 2286 CFS 
425 01 Par/Fam F.d Methods 3 Palm Glen 
MIWRF 0830-1630 EB B108 May Julie MIWR 1140-1300 MS 122 The class will meet May 4 from 8,30-4,30 plus 2 arranged days ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
0807 BIOL 315 01 Biology of Aging 4 McCueJ 2282 CFS 460 01 Student Teaching 5 Mayala]acob CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSElTIU HRS INSl'RUCTOR MIWR 1140-1335 MS 244 By Permission Only 1522 ECON 273 01 Principles of Econ I 4 Moghaddan M 
0808 BIOL 401 01 Readings in Biology YR Staff Co-Requisite, 2 CFS 423 2281 MIWR 0730-0925 SH 201 
By Permission Only Hours Arranged 
Hours Arranged Found3Ilon of Fam F.d 4 Palm Glen 
1523 ECON 274 01 Principles of Econ 2 4 Lofgreen H A 
2285 CFS 515 01 MIWR 0935-1130 SH 201 
0809 BIOL 403 01 Research In Biology YR Staff MIWRF 0830-1630 EB B108 May Julie 
By Permission Only The class will meet May 4 from 8,30-4,30 plus 2 arranged days 1529 ECON 281 01 Econ of Crime+Justlc 4 Luksetich W 
Hours Arranged Parent/Family Study 3 Blaska]Oan 
MIWR 0935-1130 SH 209 
2290 CFS 522 01 
0811 BIOL 423' 01 Nature SIUd for Tchr 3 Coulter} Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-21 1526 ECON 461 01 Pub Econ State Local 4 Lofgreen H 
MIWR 0730-0925 BH 130 Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-21 MIWR 11401335 SH 201 
0810 BIOL 444 01 Internship YR Ezell W 
MIWRF 0830-1215 EB BIOB 1525 ECON 471 01 Money and Banking 4 Moghaddam M 
By Permission Only 2287 CFS 525 01 Methods Par/Fam F.d 3 Palm Glen MIWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
Hours Arranged MIWRF 0830-1630 EB B108 May Julie 1528 ECON 561 01 Pub Econ State Local 4 Lofgreen H 
0812 BIOL 464' 01 Hum Anar: + Phys I 4 Johnson V 
The class will meet May 4 from 8,30-4,30 plus 2 arranged days MIWR 11401335 SH 201 
MIWR 0710-0925 MS 287 2283 CFS 560 01 Student Teaching 4 Mayala]acob 1527 ECON 571 01 Money and Banking 4 Moghaddam M 
0813 BIOL 476 01 Field Biol of BWCA 4 Peck] 
By Permission Only MIWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-12 2291 CFS 662 01 Pr.,ct Parent/Family 2 BlaskaJoon ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
Hours Arranged Co-Requisite, 2 CFS 522 2290 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITIUl HRS INS11!UCTOR 
0814 BIOL 523' 01 Nature SIUd for Tchr 3 CouketJ 
Hours Arranged · 
1531 ECON 273 02 Principles of Econ 1 4 BanaianK 
MIWR 0730-0925 BH 130 MIWR 0730-0925 SH 209 
0815 BIOL 564' 01 Hum An3I + Phys I 4 Johnson V COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/FIRST TERM 1532 ECON 274 02 Principles of Econ 2 4 MasihN 
MIWR 0710-0925 MS 287 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS11!UCTOR MIWR 0935-1130 SH 209 
0816 BIOL 576 01 Field Biol of BWCA 4 Peck] 7125 SSPA 515 01 Dev Apraxia of SPch 3 iavol G 1540 ECON 470 01 Bus Cycles+Forecastg 4 Banaian K 
By Permission Only Gradlng Options, SU-Req MIWR 0935-1055 EB B239 MIWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-12 
7070 SSPA 651 02 Grad Practicum 2 Power.;G 1535 ECON 471 02 Money and Banking 4 MaslhN Hours Arranged 
By Permission Only MIWR 1140-1335 SH 201 
0817 BIOL 601 01 Readings in Biology YR Staff Hours Arranged 1541 ECON 570 01 Bus Cycles+Forecastg 4 Banaian K By Permission Only 
7126 SSPA 678 01 Seminar language 3 Powers G MIWR 0935-1130 SH 212 Hours Arranged 
MIWR 1140-1300 EB B239 1537 ECON 571 02 Money and Banking 4 MaslhN 
0818 BIOL 603 01 Reseacch in Biology YR Staff MIWR 11401335 SH 201 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged COMPUTER SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS11!UCTOR EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SE~ TERM 4082 CSCI 444 OJ Internship YR Grover Jany CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSElTIU HRS iNSlllUCTOR 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE HRS INSl'RUCTOR By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 1818 ED 550 01 Nonverbal Communic 3 PurdomB 
0820 BIOL 104 02 Human Biology 4 MorkD 
Begin/End D3Ie 06-12 to 08-17 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MIWR 0935-1130 MS 125 Hours Arranged MT OBOD-1040 EB A128 
0821 BIOL 106 02 Human Diseases 4 Gundersen R 1802 ED 596 01 Mid Sch Organiz Proc 3 Putbrese Jany 
MIWR 0730-0925 MS 122 COMPUfER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-19 By Permission Only 
203' CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITIUl HRS INS11!UCTOR 
MIWRF OBOD-16oo EB A229 
0822 BIOL 01 Biology 3- Zoology 4 Gundersen R 
MIWR 1140-1400 BH 238 4018 CSCI 169 01 Computers in Scx:iety 4 Hebert Heruy 1804 ED 601 01 Middle Sch Dev Rdg 3 Farrell K 
0823 BIOL 344' 01 Microbiology 5 CronnJ Special Fees, 25.00 No Textbook Required 
By Permission Only 
MIWR 0730-0925 MS 114 Experienced secondary teachers only MIWR 11401430 MS 250 MT OBOD-1040 EB A229 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E 
0824 BIOL 345• 01 Summer Flora 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 212 
0825 BIOL 401 02 Readings in Biology 
By Pennis.sion Only 
Hours Arranged 
0826 BIOL 403 02 R=hinBlology 
By Pennis,;ion Only 
Hours Arranged 
0828 BIOL 406° 
MTWR 0935-1130 
0827 BIOL 444 
By Pennis.slon Only 
Hours Arranged 
01 Taxonomy of Gras.ses 
MS 212 
02 Internship 
0829 BIOL 465° 01 Human Anal+ Phys II 
MTWR 0710-0925 ,MS 287 
0830 BIOL 506° 01 Taxonomy of Gras.,es 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 212 
0831 BIOL 565° 
MTWR 0710-0925 
0832 BIOL 601 
By Pennis.sion Only 
Hours Arranged 
0833 BIOL 603 
By Permis,;ion Only 
Hours Arranged 
01 Human Anal + Phys II 
MS 287 
02 Readings In Biology 
02 Research in Biology 
HRS INSIRUCTOR 
4 Lind&rom L 
VR CronnJ 
VR Slaff 







BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE' SECT COURSE 1TI1E 
0651 BEOA 167 01 Intro to Business 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 
0652 BEOA 309 OJ Bus Communlcatloos 
MTWR 073Q-0925 BB 217 
0653 BEOA 602 01 lmp-ln.str-Office Sub 
Begin/ End Date 06-26 to 07-11 
M1WR 0935-1245 BB 216 
0654 BEOA 605 01 Ed Applic-Per Comput 
Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-25 




3 Kellerman D 
3 Kellerman D 
BUSINESS EDU,CATION AND OFFICE AD~TION 
/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE lTllE HRS INSIRUCTOR 
0655 BEOA 309 02 Bus Communic:ttioos 4 Madsen R 
M1WR 0935-1130 BB 217 
CIIEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E 
1201 CHEM 102 01 Understanding Chem 
M1WR 073Q-0925 MS 125 
1205 CHEM 201 01 Chem Ufe Proces.o;esJ 
TR 073Q-0925 MS 122 MW 
1210 CHEM 215• 01 General Chemlstty I 
MW 073Q-0925 MS 122 TR 
1214 CHEM 217" 01 General Chemlstty 3 
M1WR 0935-1055 BH 232 MTWR 
1220 CHEM 251• 01 Bio-Organic Chem I 
MW 0935-1215 MS 107 TR 
1230 CHEM 327 01 Phys Sci for El Tchs 
MTWR 0935-1130 BH 305 
CIIEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E 
1202 CHEM 102 02 Understanding Chem 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 107 
9 
HRS INSIRUCTOR 
4 MagnusD L 
4 AmdtsRT 
073Q-0925 BH 348 
4 JamesRE 
073Q-0925 BH 348 
5 McKennaJ F 
1100-1300 BH 345 
4 WeiskopfEA 
0935-1245 MS 382 
3 KennedyKA 
HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
4 Dendingcr R D 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4019 CSCI 169 02 Computers in Society 4 Heben Henry 
Special Fees: 25.00 No Textbook Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
4016 CSCI 169 03 Computers in Society 4 Bahauddin Mohammed 
Special Fees: 25.00 No Textbook Required 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 110 
4002 CSCI 268 01 Basic Programming 4 Johnson James w 
Special Fees: 25.00 
MTWR 0735-0925 MS 110 
4039 CSCI 268 02 Basic Programming 4 Johnson James W 
Special Fees: 25.00 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
4015 CSCI 270 01 Fund Struc Compocl I 4 Fan Chin-Feng 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 119 
4021 CSCI 270 02 Fund Struc Compocl I 4 Fan Chin-Feng 
MTWR 11401335 MS 119 
4022 CSCI 280 01 Intro to Compu Sys I 4 Groverwiy 
M1WR 1140-1335 MS 114 
4042 CSCI 383 01 Intro to Comp Systll 4 Johnson Robert W 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 102 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
4011 CSCI 169 04 Computers in Society 4 Johnson Monte 
Special Fees: 25.00 No Textbook Required 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
4025 CSCI 268 03 Basic Programming 4 Johnson Monte 
Special Fees: 25.00 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 110 
4024 CSCI 272 OJ Fund Struct CSCI II 4 Meyer Roger 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 114 
CRIMINALJUSTICE STI.JDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
7881 (JS IOI 01 SwveyofCrimJust 4 LaneVlrginla 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 131 
7882 (JS 244 OJ Internship VR Prout Robert 
Hours Arranged 
7880 (JS 2B7 01 R=h in CJ 4 Seefeldt Chuck 
M1WR 0935-1130 SH 131 
CRIMINALJUSTICE STI.JDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
7883 (JS 244 02 Internship VR Slaff 
Hours Arranged 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
3801 DTS 290 01 Dr+ Traf Saf Ed I 4 Risk H 
MTWR 0935-1130 HH 215 
3802 DTS 292 01 Motorcycle Instruct 2 Risk H 
MW 130Q-ISOO HH 215 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
3804 DTS 390 01 Dr + Traf Saf Ed II 4 Risk H 
M1WR 0935-1130 HH 215 
3805 DTS 490 01 Org + Adm of Dr Educ 4 Risk H 
M1WR 11401335 HH 215 
3806 DTS 590 01 Org + Adm of Dr Educ 4 Risk H 
M1WR 11401335 
EAR11I SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E 
2601 ESCI 104 01 Intro Almos Science 
TR 173Q-2120 MS 28 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
Anderson Alan 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSIRUCTOR 
1805 ED 601 02 Creative Elem Art Ex 3 Gerdts-Senger K 
Grading Optioos: SU-Req 
MT 1140-1420 EB A128 
1806 ED 605 01 Adolescent + School 3 Mortrude Lowell 
MT 0800-1040 EB A227 
1807 ED 607 OJ Student Tchr + law 3 Bjondun Eugene 
WR 1140-1420 EB A230 
1808 ED 615 01 Intro to Research 3 Schmidt R 
WR 1140-1420 EB B112 
1809 ED 620 01 Sem Intro Grad Stud 3 Bavery E 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MT 1140-1420 EB B112 
1811 ED 645 01 Sch{X)I Discipline 3 Mortrude G 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
WR 0800-1040 EB A128 
1812 ED 646 01 Elem Sch Curriculum 3 Park T 
WR 0800-1040 EB Bll0 
1814 ED 659 01 Critthinking Th+Prac 3 Rornanish Bruce 
MT 0800-1040 EB A230 
1815 ED 671 01 Rdg Qin Dlag of Dis 3 Rouch R 
By Permis,;ion Only 
WR 0800-1040 EB A122 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
1819 ED 497 01 Aerospace Activ Wksp 3 Kelsey Kenneth 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-23 
MTWRF 0930-1430 EB A128 
1803 ED 597 01 Aerospace Activ Wksp 3 Kelsey Kenneth 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-23 
MTWRF 0930-1430 EB A128 
1813 ED 657 01 Classroom Computers 3 Schmidt R 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
WR 1140-1420 EB A125 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
1750 EDAD 598 01 Microcornp-Scl Admin 3 Vandal Gregory 
Begin/End Date 06-19 to 06-27 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MTWR 1330-2000 EB A125 
1751 EDAD 605 01 Internship Elem Educ 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1752 EDAD 606 01 Internship Sec Admin 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1753 EDAD 607 01 Internship Comm F.d 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1754 EDAD 611 01 Internship Sch Supt 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1755 EDAD 613 01 Intern Sch Bus Mgt 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Optioos: SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
1756 EDAD 619 01 Sem Sci Superlnt 3 Stimeling Wm 
MT 1045-1345 EB A230 
1757 EDAD 650 01 School Law 3 Stlmellng William 
WR 073Q-1030 EB A230 
1758 EDAD 697 01 Stress Management 3 Holden Donald 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
WR 1045-1345 EB A128 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'T CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1E HRS INSTIIUCTOR 
I 759 EDAD 676 01 Sec Sci Principal 3 Slaff 
MT 1045-1345 EB Bll0 
1760 EDAD 696 01 SUpervisioo K-12 3 Paul Craig 
MT 0730-1030 EB BII0 
10 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE HRS INSl1UJCTOR 
5626 EE 251' OJ Circuit Analysis I 5 Ellis B 
-OWi! 0935-1130 ECC 142 M1WR 1345-1530 ECC 134 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE HRS INSlRUCl'OR 
5627 EE 252' 02 Circuit Analysis II 4 DallO!l B 
M1WR 0935-1130 ECC 142 Lab Ananged 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
2302 ENGL 162 OJ Written Composition 4 Keith P 
M1WR 0935-JJ30 R 102 
2303 ENGL 162 02 Written Com1:x,sJtlon 4 Goasha!IJ 
M1WR 1140-1335 R 2 
2304 ENGL 163' OJ Research Wp 4 ParhamS 
M1WR 0730-0925 R2 Word Processing 
2305 ENGL 267 01 Ul Upper Midwest 3 Bovee] 
~l! 0935 1055 EH 6 
2306 ENGL 294 01 Mj<handl.egend 4 Parham S 
M1WR 0935-JJ30 R 2 
231J/ ENGL 339 01 Wng Govern Bus Ind 4 Keith P 
M1WR 0730-0925 R 102 
2306 ENGL 426' 01 Adv Report Wrillng 4 CoonaughlO!l M 
lR 1800-2130 R 118 
2314 ENGL 438 01 Creal Writ Poe< Flct 3 MelssnerW 
Begin/End Date o6- 10 to o6-21 Grading Options, SU-Req 
M"IWR 1200-1630 MS 124 
2316 ENGL 448 01 Medieval Romance 4 Melton] 
M1WR 11401335 R 218 
2312 ENGL 494 01 Am Ut-1920's-1930's 4 Bovee] 
M1WR 0730-0925 EH 6 
2309 ENGL 526' 01 Adv Report Wrillng 4 Coonaughton M 
TR 1800-2130 R 118 
2315 ENGL 538 01 Creal Writ Poe< Fict 3 MelssnerW 
Begin/End Date o6-10 10 o6-21 Grading Options, SU-Req 
~f!WR 1200-1630 MS 124 
2317 ENGL 548 01 Medieval Romance 4 Melton] 
M1WR 1140-1335 R 218 
2313 ENGL 594 01 Am Ut-1920's-1930's 4 Bovee] 
MlWR 0730-0925 EH 6 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEi'[" CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE HRS INSlRUCTOR 
2318 ENGL 124 01 Famous Shon Stories 4 Yan Pell E 
M1WR 0730-0925 R 118 
2319 ENGL 162 03 Comp Word Processlng 4 Hansen T 
M1WR 0935 1130 R 2 Word Processing 
2320 ENGL 163' 02 WngAbout Tolswy 
M1WR 0935-1130 R 102 
2321 ENGL 343 01 Shakespeare I 
M1WR 11-4().1335 R 102 
2322 ENGL 468 01 Cooternp American Ut 
M1WR 0935-1130 R 118 
FRENCH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
2701 FREN 131 01 Elementary French I 
'-OWi! 0935-1130 BH 134 
GEOGRAPHY/ FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
2801 GEOG 101 01 World Place l.ocalion 
MJV'll 07300925 SH 305 
4 Ande!sonJ 
4 Ande!sonJ 
4 Yan Pek E 
HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
4 Langen Willlam 
HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
4 HarperCW 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1111..E HRS INSTRUCl'OR 
3428 HLTH 588 03 Seattle Workshop 2 Osendorf F 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to o6-21 By Pennlsslon Only 
M1WRF 0000-1630 AMC 
3417 HLTH 598 01 Elementary School He 3 Dobey R 
M1WR 1345-1505 HAH S305 
HEALffl EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 1111..E HRS INSlRUCTOR 
3421 HLTH 206 02 Slnd 1st Aid+ Prs S 3 Anklan C 
M1WR 0935-1055 HAH 243 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
3101 HISf 101 01 Ancien1Eg)pt 
M1WR 0935-1130 SH 221 
3103 HISf 105 01 War + Mcx:lem America 
M1WR 0730-0925 SH 221 
3105 HIST 483 01 Sern Soviet for Polic 
M1WR JJ40-1300 SH 221 
3107 HIST 583 01 Sern Soviet for Polle 
M1WR JJ40-1300 SH 221 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
3102 HISf 101 02 Scandinavia 
M1WR 0935-JJ30 SH 227 
3104 HISf 344 01 US 1920 10 Present 
M1WR 1140-1335 SH 221 
3106 HISf 635 01 Rdg.s Global Hi.story 
Hours AIIanged 
HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
2151 HURL 201 01 Non-Oppressive Reial 
Limited to non-education majors 
M1WR JJ-4(). 1335 EB A227 
2152 HURL 496 01 Human Relations Pl 1 
By Pennlssion Only 
Co-Rcqulslle, 2 HURL 497 2153 
M1WR 0935-1030 EB Bl07 
2156 HURL 496 02 Human Relations Pl 1 
By Pennlssion Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 497 2157 
M1WR 0935-1030 EB Bl07 
2153 HURL 497 01 Human Relations Pl 2 
By Pennlsslon Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 496 2152 
M1WR 1030-1235 EB B107 
2157 HURL 497 02 Human Relations Pl 2 
By Pennlsslon Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 496 2156 
M1WR 1030-1235 EB B107 
2154 HURL 596 01 Human Relations Pl 1 
By Pennlssion Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 597 2155 
M1WR 0935-1030 EB B107 
2158 HURL 596 02 Human Relations Pl 1 
By Pennlsslon Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 5'l7 2159 
M1WR 0935-1030 EB B107 
2155 HURL 597 01 Human Relations Pl 2 
By Pennlsslon Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 596 2154 
M1WR 1030-1235 EB Bl 07 
2159 HURL 597 02 Human Relations Pl 2 
By Pennlsslon Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 596 2158 
M1WR 1030-1235 EB Bl07 
HRS INS'JRUCl'OR 
4 Ricketts L 
4 OYeryD 
3 King R 
3 KlngR 
HRS INSlRUCTOR 
4 Lewis R 
4 Peterson D 
Lewis R 
HRS INSlRUCTOR 
4 Holinan Suellyn 
3 Risberg Douglas 
3 lawson Andrew 
3 Risberg Douglas 
3 lawson Andrew 
3 Risberg Douglas 
3 lawson Andrew 
3 Risberg Douglas 
3 lawson Andrew 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
38~! IND 495 01 Heat Pump Technology 
Begin/End Date 07-08 lO 07-11 
M1WR 0930-16oo HH 121 
3838 IND 510 01 Emerging Technolgies 
Begin/End Date o6-24 to o6-27 
M1WR 0930-1600 HH 124 
3839 IND 595 01 Heat Pump Technology 
Begin/End Date 07-~ lO 07-11 
M1WR 0930-16oo HH 121 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2 Schwaller A 
2 Nestel G 
2 Schwaller A 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE HRS INSlRUCl'OR 
3835 IND 495 02 Compull7.d Typsetting 
Begin/End Date 07-15 10 07-18 
M1WR 0930-16oo HH 113 
3836 IND 495 03 Diesel Technology 
Begin/End Date 07-22 10 07-25 
M1WR 0930-1600 HH 121 
3840 IND 595 02 Computrzd Typsetting 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-18 
M1WR 0930-1600 HH 113 
3841 IND 595 03 Diesel Technology 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-25 
M1WR 0930-1600 HH 121 
INFORMATION MEDIA/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE 'JTflE 
3555 IM 412 01 TY in Media 
TR 1800-2150 CH 61 
Bjorklund L 
2 Schwaller A 
Bjorldund L 
2 Schwaller A 
HRS INSlRUCl'OR 
4 Polesak Fred 
3591 IM 432 01 Wksp Admin Use Micro 1 Simons Mike 
Begin/End Date 07-1010 07-11 Grading Op<lons, SU-Req 
WR 0930-1630 CH 228 · 
3617 IM 444 01 
By Pennlssion Only 
Internship YR Sla1f 
Hours Ananged 
3605 IM 445 01 Mla06 In Schools 4 Keable Doreen 
Gndlng Options, SU·Req 
M1WR 0730-0925 CH 228 
3556 IM 468 01 Media Materials Sla1f 
M1WR 0730-0925 CH 125 
3557 IM 468 02 Media Materials Keable Doreen 
M1WR 0935-1130 CH 125 
3565 IM 473 01 Photography 4 Nelson Mike 
M1WR 1345-1540 CH 125 
3568 IM 4n OJ Reference and Biblio 4 ClarkeNonn 
M1WR 0935-1130 CH 134 
3569 IM 478 01 Tech Proc I 4 Hedin Bonnie 
M1WR 0935-1130 CH 126 
3562 IM 495 01 Quality Cow,eware 1 Wallin Joan 
Begin/End Date o6-17 to o6-18 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0930-1630 CH 228 
3645 IM 495 02 Micro Telecom Res Cr 1 Josephson Rich 
Begin/End Dale 06-19 to o6-20 Grading Options, SU-Rcq 
WR 0930-1630 CH 228 
3560 IM 495 04 Creal Uses Child Ut 1 Keable Doreen 
Begin/End Dale 07-01 to 07.(J}. Grading Options, SU-Rcq 
MT 0930-1630 CH 100 
3633 lM 495 05 Data Bases Educ 1 Ewing Keith 
Begin/End Date o6-24 to 06-25 Grading Options, SU-Rcq 
MT 0930-1630 CH 228 
3646 IM 495 06 Instruc Graphics 1 Ewing Keith 
Begin/End Date o6-26 10 o6-27 Grading Options, SU-Req 
WR 0930-1630 CH 228 
3588 IM 495 07 Dev Sch Ub Comp Cal I Collins Gayle 
Begin/End Dale 07-08 to 07·09 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0930-1630 CH 228 
3618 IM 512 OJ TY In Media 3 Polesak Fred 
TR 1000-2150 CH 61 
3592 IM 532 01 Wksp Admln Use Micro 1 Simons Mike 
Begin/End Date 07-10 lO 07-11 Grading Options, SU-Req 
WR 0930-1630 CH 228 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1TJ1.E HRS INSTRUCTOR 
2823 GEOG 273 01 Physical Geography 4 WtxonLG 
M1WR 0')35-1130 SH 315 
2811 GEOG 376 01 Geog of Minneso<a 3 Erickson G B 
M\''/ 1800-2115 SH 311 
GEOGRAPHY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSETTilE HRS INSTilUCTOR 
2802 GEOG 101 02 World Place Location 4 Doc:kendorff T P 
Ml'/ 1730-2120 SH 305 
2808 GEOG 111 01 Intro to Global Geog 4 RichasonBF 
M1WR 0')35 1130 SH 30'J 
GERMAN/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TlTIB HRS INSTilUCTOR 
3001 GER 131 01 Elementary Gennan I 4 Bloomer Barbara 
M1WR 0')35-1130 BH 126 
HEALTH EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TTilE HRS INSTilUCTOR 
3401 HLTH 125 01 Fundamenttls ofHlth 3 Trites N 
M1WR 0')35-1055 HAH 242 
3420 HLTH 206 01 Stnd ISi Aid+ Prs S Anl:lan C 
M1WR 0730-0850 HAH 243 
3431 HLTH 210 01 Principles Nutrition Jones D 
M1WR 0730-0850 HAH 242 
3432 HLTH 215 OJ Persnl + Commty Hlth TritesN 
MlWR 1140-1300 HAH 242 
3403 HLTH 305 01 Safety Education DobeyR 
MlWR 1140-1335 HAH S305 
3433 HLTH 340 01 CD Issues Spec Pop 4 HubertyD 
MlWR 0730-0'J25 HAH S306 
3404 HLTH 405' 01 Mood Mod Sub in SOCi OsendotfF 
MlWR 0730-0850 HAH S305 
3406 Ht lli 405' 02 Mood Mod Sub in SOCI 3 Hortis T 
MlWR 0')35-1055 HAH 241 
3408 HLTH 405' 03 Mood Mod Sub in SOCi 3 HortisT 
M1WR 1140-1300 HAH 241 
3410 HLTH 495 01 BerldeyWorkshop 2 OsendotfF 
Begin/End Date 06-03 to 06-07 By Permission Only 
MlWRF 0800-1630 EB 
3412 HL1H 495 02 Seattle Follow-Up Ws 1 Osendotf F 
By Permission Only 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 06-07 
Grading Options, SU-Req 
Plus Visitation Day 
F 0800-1630 AMC 
3427 HLTH 495 03 Seattle Workshop 2 Osendotf F 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-21 By Permission Only 
MlWRF 0800-1630 AMC 
3416 HLTH 498 01 Elementary School He 
MIWR 1345-1505 HAH S305 
3405 HLTH 505 OJ Mood Mod Sub in SOci 
By Permission Only 
M1WR 0730-0850 HAH S305 
3407 HLTH 505 02 Mood Mod Sub in SOci 
By Permission Only 
M1WR 0')35-1055 HAH 241 
340') HLTH 505 03 Mood Mod Sub in SOci 
By Permission Only 





3411 HLTH 588 01 BerldeyWorkshop 2 OsendorfF 
Begin/End Date 06-03 to 06-07 By Permission Only 
M1WRF 0800-1630 EB Plus Visitation Day 
3413 HLTH 588 02 Seattle Follow-Up Ws I Osendorf F 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 06-07 
P Ol<00-1630 AMC 
11 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TEBM 
CREF DEPT OSE SECT COURSE TTilE HRS INSTilUCTOR 
2160 HURL 496 03 Human Relations Pt 1 3 Risberg Douglas 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 497 2161 
MIWR 0')35-1030 EB B112 
2164 HURL 496 04 Human Relations Pt 1 3 Law,ooAndrew 
By Pennission Onty 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 497 2165 
MlWR 0')35-1030 EB B107 
2168 HURL 496 05 Human Relations,Pt I 3 Hofmann Suellyn 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 497 2169 
MlWR 0')35-1030 EB A229 
2161 HURL 497 03 Human Relations Pt 2 3 Risberg Douglas 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 496 2160 
MlWR 1030-1235 EB B112 
2165 HURL 497 04 Human Relations Pt 2 3 Law,oo Andrew 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 496 2164 
M1WR 1030-1235 EB B107 
2169 HURL 497 05 Human Relations Pt 2 3 Hofmann Suellyn 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requlske, 2 HURL 496 2168 
MlWR 1030-1235 EB A229 
2162 HURL 596 03 Human Relations Pt I 3 Risberg Douglas 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 597 2163 
MfWR 0')35-1030 EB B112 
2166 HURL 596 04 Human Relations Pt I 3 1.aw,on Andrew 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 597 2167 
M1WR 0')35-1030 EB B107 
2170 HURL 596 05 Human Relations Pt 1 3 Hofmann Suellyn 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requlske, 2 HURL 597 2171 
MlWR 0')35-1030 EB A229 
2163 HURL 597 03 Human Relations Pt 2 3 Risberg Douglas 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 596 2162 
MlWR 1030-1235 EB B112 
2167 HURL 597 04 Human Relations Pt 2 3 1.aw,on Andrew 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 596 2166 
MlWR 1030-1235 EB B107 
2171 HURL 597 05 Human Relations Pt 2 3 Hofmann Suellyn 
By Permission Only 
Co-Requisite, 2 HURL 596 2170 
MlWR 1030-1235 EB A229 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TTilE HRS INSl1!UCTOR 
3837 IND 498 OJ Internship YR Braun T 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
3842 IND 598 01 Internship YR Braun T 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
INDUSTRIAL STIJDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TlTIB 
3830 IND 192 01 Modem Tech.CMllz 
MlWR 0'.135-1130 HH 120 
3831 IND 225 01 Photomechanical Proc 
MlWR 0')35-1130 HH 113 
3832 IND 321 01 Elem School Ind Arts 
MlWR 0')35-1055 HH 225 
3833 IND 410 01 Emerging Technolgies 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 






3606 IM 545 01 Micros in Schools 3 Keoble =a 
Grading Options, SU-Req 
MlWR 0730-0'.125 QI 228 
3575 1M 573 01 Photoeraphy 3 Nelson Mike 
MlWR 1345-1540 QI 125 
3578 1M 577 01 Reference and Blblio 3 Clarke Norm 
MlWR 0')35-1130 QI 134 
3579 1M 578 01 Tech Proc l 3 Hedin Bonnie 
MlWR 0')35-1130 QI 126 
3561 1M 595 01 QualityCourseware I WallinJoan 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-18 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0')30-1630 QI 228 
3648 1M 595 02 Micro Telecom Res Cr I Josephson Rich 
Begin/ End Date 06-19 to 06-20 Grading Options, SU-Req 
WR 0')30-1630 QI 228 
3613 1M 595 04 Creal Uses Child Ut I Keable Doreen 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-02 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT O'J30-1630 QI 100 
3634 1M 595 05 Dara Bases Educ I Ewing Keith 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0')30-1630 QI 228 
3647 1M 595 06 lnstruc Graphics I Ewing Keith 
Begin/End Date 06-26 to 06-27 Grading Options, SU-Req 
WR 0'.130-1630 QI 228 
3553 1M 595 07 Dev Sch Ub Comp ca, I Collins Gayle 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-0'.I Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0')30-1630 QI 228 
3582 1M 603 01 1M Theory Resch Prac 3 Fields Dennis 
MlWR 1140-1300 QI 134 
3584 1M 606 01 Org and Supv 3 Schulzetenberg A 
MlWR 0730-0850 QI 134 
3595 1M 644 01 Storage and Rettlevl 3 Rydberg David 
MlWR 1140-1300 QI 125 
3608 1M 646 01 Micro Software 3 Simons Michael 
TR 1800-2115 QI 228 
3596 1M 647 01 Instr Dev for Micros 3 1'!Crolx Phyllis 
MlWR 1345-1505 QI 134 
3601 1M 680 01 Internship YR Staff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3602 1M 681 01 Readings YR Schulzetenberg A 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3603 · 1M 682 01 Research YR Staff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3604 1M 683 01 Sem Specialist Degr YR SchulzetenbergA 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3639 1M 683 02 Sem Main + Acq I Jensen Harlan 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 Grading Options, SU-Req 
MT 0')30-1630 CH 133 
3631 1M 683 03 sem Cont Mn M+Ls 1 Schulzetenberg A 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-13 Grading Options, SU-Req 
WR 0')30- 1630 QI 133 
3616 1M 684 01 Field Study in Media YR Staff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
INFORMATION MEDIA/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TTilE HRS INSl1!UCTOR 
3563 1M 444 02 Internship YR Staff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3589 1M 445 02 Micros in Schools 4 Stachowski Tom 
Grading Options, SU-Req 
M1WR 0730-0')25 QI 228 
3558 1M 468 03 Media Materials 3 Stachowski Tom 
MlWR 0')35-1130 QI 125 
3564 1M 471 01 Prep of Materials 4 Hill Fred 







DEPT CRSE SEC!' COURSE TIT1E 
IM 475 01 Admln Fune 
1345-1540 Q-1 125 
IM 476 01 Select Mat 




3570 IM 481 01 Read Use View Guld 4 Bus.,e Dick 
MIWR 1140-1335 Q-1 134 
3614 IM 495 03 Logo Tchr • Med Qr 1 Slmons Mike 
Begin/End Date 07-17 to 07-18 Grading Opdons: SU-Req 
WR 0930-1630 Q-1 228 
3551 IM 495 08 Logo Tchr • Med Qr 1 Simons Mike 
Begin/ End Date 08-12 to 08-13 Grading Options: SU-Req 
MT 0930-1630 Q-1 228 
3611 IM 545 02 Mlaos In Schools 3 Stachowski Tom 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
MTWR 0730-0925 Q-1 228 
3574 IM 571 01 Prep of Materials 3 HIU Fred 
MIWR 0730-0925 Q-1 134 
3576 IM 575 01 AdminFunc 3 Smelser Iawrcncc 
MTWR 1345-1540 Q-1 125 
35n IM 576 01 Select Mat 3 Westby Gerald 
MIWR 0935-1130 Q-1 134 
3615 IM 595 03 Logo Tchr • Med Qr I Slmons Mike 
Begin/ End Date 07-18 to 07-19 Grading Options: SU-Req 
WR 0930-1630 Q-1 228 
3552 IM 595 08 Logo Tchr • Med Qr 1 Slmons Mike 
Begin/End Date 08-12 to 08-13 Grading Opdons: SU-Req 
MT 0930-1630 Q-1 228 
3585 IM 608 01 Research Methods 3 Koyama Steve 
MIWR 1140-1300 Q-1 125 
3594 IM 639 01 Read Use View Guld 3 Bu5.se Dick 
MIWR 1140-1335 Q-1 134 
3598 IM 658 01 Systems Design 3 Koyama Steve 
MIWR 1345-1505 Q-1 134 
3628 1M 680 02 Internship VR Slaff 
By Permlsslon Only 
Hour,; Arranged 
3629 IM 681 02 Readinss VR Slaff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3630 IM 682 02 Research VR Slaff 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
3632 IM 683 04 Sem Doc lDcal Hlst 1 Clarke Norm 
Begln/EndDate07-15to07-16 GradingOpdons: SU-Req 
MT 0930-1630 Q-1 133 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STIJDIES 
See courses listed under the rotlowing, AmerlCln Studles 
and Social Science 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE TIT1E HRS INSI"RUCTOR 
6955 INI1\ 290 01 Intro Intl Relations 4 Hanlff GM 
MTWR ()()35-1120 SH 206 
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/FUU. TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INSI"RUCIOR 
4310 MGMF 444' 01 
By Permission Only 
Internship ' 16 Wentworth Darrell 
Hours Arranged 
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu; HRS INSI"RUCIOR 
4301 MGMF 361 01 Mgmt 1luy • Practlce 4 SChalow David 
MIWR 0935-1130 BB 118 
4302 MGMF 362 01 Pmonnei Admln 4 Burnes Bruce 
MIWR ()()35-1130 BB 119A 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TIT1E HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4504 MKGB 321 01 Consumer Behavior 4 RodgersW 
MIWR ()()35-1130 BB 322 
4505 MKGB 322' 01 Intro to Advertlslng 4 BensonR 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 216 
4506 MKGB 323• 01 Personal Selling 4 Slaff 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 322 
4507 MKGB 423' 01 Advertlsing Mgmt 4 Benson R 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
450') MKGB 432' 01 Marketing Olannels 4 ,Johnson} 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 319 
4511 MKGB 437 01 Business Law 4 Royalty K 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 321 
4508 MKGB 523' 01 Advertlsing Mgmt 4 Benson R 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
4510 MKGB 532' 01 Markeling Olannels 4 ,Johnson} 
MIWR 1345-1540 BB 319 
4512 MKGB 537' 01 Busines,;Law 4 RoyaltyK 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 321 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINPSS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU: HRS INSrRUCIOR 
4520 MKGB 235 02 Legal Env of Bus 4 WeilsW 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 319 
4521 MKGB 320 03 Intro to Marketing 4 SChnelder K 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 319 
4522 MKGB 321• 02 Consumer Behavior 4 RodgersW 
MTWR 0730-()()25 BB 319 
4523 MKGB 424' 01 Sales Management 4 Slaff 
MTWR ()()35-1130 BB 319 
4525 MKGB 425' 01 Markeling Research 4 SChneider K 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 322 
4527 MKGB 429' 01 Marketing Management 4 Slaff 
MIWR 1140-1345 BB 321 
4528 MKGB 436' 01 Business law 4 WellsW 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
4524 MKGB 524' 01 Sales Management 4 Slaff 
MTWR ()()35-1130 BB 319 
4526 MKGB 525' 01 Marketing Research 4 Schnelder K 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 322 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FUll TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU: HRS INSI"RUCJ'OR 
1408 COMM 444 01 Internship 5 Desanto John 
By Permlsslon Only 
Hours Arranged LabArranged 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TIT1E HRS INSI"RUCJ'OR 
1416 COMM 220 01 lntrotoMassComm 4 HabteAmde 
MIWR 0730-()()25 SH 132A 
1403 COMM 309' 01 Commun Activities I Desanto.John 
By Permlsslon Only 
Hours Arranged Lab Arranged 
1404 COMM 320' 01 Hlstoiy Mass Media 3 Hable Amde 
Major Students Only 
MIWR ()()35-1055 SH 132A 
1406 COMM 485 01 Pr Production Wkshop 4 Voelker Fran 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-11 
MTWR ()()30-1450 SH 129 Lab Arranged 
1407 COMM 585 01 Pr Production Wkshop 4 Voelker Fran 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-11 
MIWR ()()30-1450 SH 129 Lab Arranged 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
1402 COMM 220 02 Intro to Mass Comm 4 Norlem Brent 
MTWR 1345-1540 SH 132A 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE TIT1E HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4012 MATH 242 01 Cale • Anal Geom 11 
MTWR 0730-()()25 MS 102 
4008 MATH 440 01 Hlstoiy of Math 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 115 
4014 MATH 540 01 Hlstoiy of Math 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 115 
MILn'ARY SCIENCE 
(Offered by St. John's Uolvenity) 
Execs,; cr,dit overload clwlces do not apply to MIiitary Science 
courses All Military Science cowses should be listed as free 
4 Brink Alien 
4 BrinkAllen 
3 Brink Allen 
time blocks. The MIiitary Science deparunent will handle 
regislratlon In the Engineering and Computing Center, room 210. 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu; HRS 1NSI11UCIOR 
MS 121 01 Intro MIiitary Sci 1 Middleton 
MW 1345-1440 ECC 210 
MS 188 01 Intro Weapons Sys 1 Klaven 
11\ 1345-1440 ECC 210 
MS 212 01 Military Mgmt 2 Middleton 
MTWR 1140-1235 ECC 210 
MS 213 01 land Navigation 2 Klaven 
MTWR 1140-1235 ECC 208 
MS 01 Military Hlstoiy 2 Satrang 
MIWR ()()35-1025 ECC 210 
MS 252 01 Adventure Training 2 Middleton 
MTWR ()()35-1025 ECC 208 
MS 01 Fleld Orienl31ion 1 Middleton 
11\ Hours Arranged 
No tuition chaJge for any clas.,. Text books provided. Register 
at the Engineering and Computing Center, room 210. 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INSI"RUCJ'OR 
4627 Ml.ISM 471 01 Sem-Mus Cal S)Tlth 2 Ros.sin Thomas 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
MTWR 1200-2000 PA 127 
4631 Ml.ISM 476 01 Wksh-Choral Developm 2 Ros.sin Thomas 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-11 
MIWR ()()30-1630 PA 127 
;625 M1JSM 487 01 Wksh Trom/Bar Ped 2 Frohrip Kenton 
J!egin/End Date 06-17 to 06-20 
MTWR 0930-1630 PA 113 
4628 M1JSM 571 01 Sem-Mus Cai Synth 2 Ros.sin Thoma., 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
MTWR 1200-2000 PA 127 
4632 MlJSM 576 01 Wlcsh-Choral Developm 2 RoosJn Thomas 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-11 
MTWR ()()30-1630 PA 127 
4626 Ml.ISM 587 01 Wksh Trom/Bar Ped 2 Frohrip Kenton 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-20 
MTWR 0930-1630 PA 113 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEl'r CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INSI"RUCTOR 
4637 MlJSM 481 01 Wlcsh-Oboe/Eng Horn P 2 Ernest David 
Begin/End Date 08-03 to 08-11 
Sal ()()30-1630 PA 113 
Sun ()()30-1630 PA 113 
4635 MlJSM 482 01 Wksh-Clarinet Ped 2 Layne R Dennis 
Begin/End Date 07-19 to 07-27 
F 1600-2200 PA 113 S ()()30-1630 PA 113 
4638 MlJSM 581 01 Wlcsh-Oboe/Eng Horn P 2 Ernest David 
Begin/End Date 08-03 to 08-11 
Sal 0930-1630 PA 113 
Sun ()()30-1630 PA 113 
4636 Ml.ISM 582 01 Wksh-Clarinet Ped 2 layne R Dennis 
Begin/End Date 07-19 to 07-27 
F 1600-2200 PA 113 S 0930-1630 PA 113 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSETITI.E HRS INSIBUCTOR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1TI1.E HRS INSIBUCTOR PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
4303 MGMF 363 01 Production Mgmt 4 Vora.Jay CREF 
DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
1419 COMM 276 01 1V Edit Prod Wkshp 2 lkyceScott 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 218 Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-15 5351 PHIL 101 01 Phil Expl Humanities 4 Y006GE 
4304 MGMF 363 02 Production Mgmt 4 VoraJay MTWR 1030-1215 PA 155 Lab Arranged MW 
1730-2120 BH 101 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 218 1420 COMM 276 02 1V Edit Prod Wlcshp 4 lkyce Scott 5371 PHIL 122 01 Intro to Ethic, 4 AndelsonMG 
4305 MGMF 370 01 Organlz:ttlon Behav 4 Sebostlan Richard Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-15 MTWR 1140-1335 BH 101 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 320 MTWR 1030-1400 PA 155 Lab Arranged 5381 PHIL 160 01 Intro to Phllooophy 4 BahdeJ E 
4306 MGMF 371 01 Managerial Finance 4 Schuster-Myhre M 1424 COMM 452 01 PrlntJmlsm Wkshp 2 Norlern Brent MTWR 0730-0925 BH 101 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 321 Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-15 5382 PHIL 160 02 Intro to Phllooophy 4 Bahde] E MTWR 0930-1115 SH 129 Lab Arranged MTWR 0935-1130 BH 101 4307 MGMF 375' 01 Risk + Inswance 4 Schalow David 
1423 COMM 452 02 PrlntJmlsm Wkshp 4 Norlem Brent MTWR 1140-1335 BB 318 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-15 
4308 MGMF 378' 01 R E Principles 4 Schuster-Myhre M MTWR 0930-1315 SH 129 Lab Arranged PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 118 
1426 COMM 478 01 1V Jmlsm Prod Wkshp 2 Bryce Scott CREF DEPT Cl!SE SECT COURSE1TIU HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
4309 MGMF 462' 01 Small Business 4 Burnes Bruce Begin/F.nd Date 07-15 to 08-15 5361 PHIL 120 01 Critical Thinking 4 Y006GE 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 320 MTWR 0930-1115 PA 155 Lab Arranged MTWR 0935-1130 BH 101 
4311 MGMF 467' 01 Organlz:ttlon Theay 4 Sebostlan Rlchard 1425 COMM 478 02 1V Jmlsm Prod Wlcshp 4 Bcyce Scott 5383 PHIL 160 03 Intro to Phllooophy 4 Y006GE 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 117 Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-15 MTWR 0730-0925 BH 101 
4313 MGMF 468' 01 Business Policy 4 Wentwonh Darrell MTWR 0930-1300 PA 155 Lab Arranged 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 218 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
4314 MGMF 471' 01 Qxporate Finance 4 Farrell Crumpton MASTER OF BUSINFSS ADMINISTRATION CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INSTRUCTOR 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119A /FIRST TERM 5001 PE 120 01 Aerobics 2 WaxlaxR 
4312 MGMF 567' 01 Organization Theay 4 Sebostlan Rlchard CREF UEPT CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU HRS INS'JRUCTOR Grading Options, SU-Req 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 117 
4316 MBA 671' 01 Corporate Finance 4 Farrell Crumpton MIWR 0935-1030 HAH 243 
4315 MGMF 571 01 Qxporate Finance 4 Farrell Crumpton MIWR 1345-1540 BB 119A 5061 PE 120 02 Aerobics 2 Anldan C 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 119A Grading Options, SU-Req 
MTWR 1140-1235 HAH 240 
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE/SECOND TERM 
MASTER OF BUSINFSS ADMINISTRATION 
5008 PE 160 01 Slo Pitch Softball 2 BockleyC 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU HRS INS'JRUCTOR 
/SECOND TERM Grading Options, SU-Req 
CREF DEPT Cl!SE SECT COURSE lTIU! HRS INS'JRUCTOR MW 1140-1320 HAH SHF 
4317 MGMF 361 02 Mgmt Tory + Practice 4 Bohnen Teresa 0027 MBA 684' 01 Corporate Fin Rpt 4 Carlson R 5056 PE 191 01 Boanlsalllng I Undvall S MTWR 0935-1130 BB 118 MTWR 0935-1130 BB 117 Special Fees $75.00 
4318 MGMF 362 02 Personnel Admln 4 Hendrickson Bruce W 1345-1615 Mee,s at Fltzharrls 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 218 
5009 PE 206 01 Stnd !st Aid + Prs S 3 Anldan C 
4319 MGMF 362 03 Personnel Admln 4 Hendrickson Bruce MA111EMATICS/FIRST TERM MTWR 0730-0050 HAH 243 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 218 CREF DEPT Cl!SE SECT COURSE lTIU! HRS IN5lRUCTOR 
4028 MAIB 121 01 Cultural Mathematics 4 KepnerJames 5012 PE 222 01 Beginning Bowling I StinekJ 4320 MGMF 363 03 Production Mgmt 4 Skalbeck Bruce Grading Options, Either Special Fees, 14.00 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 320 MTWR 0935-1130 BH 102 MW 1345-1505 AMC 
4321 MGMF 363 04 Production Mgmt 4 Skalbeck Bruce 4027 MAIB 130 01 Intermedlate Algebra 4 Ernst Charles 5014 PE 228 01 Racque<ball 2 Anfenson R 
MIWR 1345-1540 BB 320 Grading Options, SU-Req Grading Options, Either Hours Arranged Mee1S In BH B MTWR 0935-1030 HAH SRB 4322 MGMF 370 02 Org Behavior 4 Thomas Dave 
4013 MAIB 131 01 College Algebra 4 BohauddJn Mohammed MTWR 0935-1130 BB 320 5015 PE 228 02 Racquetball 2 Anfenson R MTWR 0730-0925 MS 119 Grading Options, Either 4323 MGMF 371. 02 Managerial Finance 4 Bohnen Teresa 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 118 4009 MAIB 131 02 College Algebra 4 Miller Donald MTWR 0030-0925 HAH SRB 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 129 5016 PE 228 03 Racque<ball 2 ColllnsR 4324 MGMF 373 01 Inv Principles 4 Bohnen Howard 
4007 MAIB 231 01 Cale for Bus+Iie Sci 4 Bird Howard Grading Options, Either MTWR 0935-1130 BB 119A 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 115 MTWR 1345-1440 HAH SRB 
4325 MGMF 468' 02 Business Policy 4 Thomas Dave 
4038 MAIB 241 01 Cale + Anal Geom I 4 1ahren David 5017 PE 228 04 Racque<ball 2 Colllns R MTWR 1140-1335 BB 318 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 115 Grading Options, Either 
4326 MGMF 472' 01 Fin Instltutions 4 Bohnen Howard 
4032 MAIB 250 Found of Arithmetic 4 Miller Donald 
MW 1700-1840 HAH SRB 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119A 01 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 129 5022 PE 230 01 Beginning Tennis I BaschC 
4327 MGMF 572' 01 Fin Instltutlons 4 Bohnen Howard 
4006 MAIB 254 01 Fund of Math I 4 1ahren David 
Grading Options, Either 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119A MW 1140-1235 HAH TC 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 115 
4005 Elem Matrix Algebra 4 Johnson Robett W 5023 
PE 230 02 Beginning Tennis I BockleyC MAIB 257 01 Grading Options, Either MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINFSS/FUU TERM MTWR 1140-1335 MS 102 M 1700-1900 HAH TC 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU HRS INS'JRUCTOR 4078 MATH 443 01 Intro to Prob Models 4 Bird Howard 5031 PE 248 01 Anatomy 4 Basch C 
4513 MKGB 444' 01 Internship 16 RodgersW MTWR 0730-0925 MS 102 MTWR 0935-1130 HAH 240 
By Permission Only 4017 MAIB 460 01 Topology 4 Carlson Kent 5055 PE 271 01 Skin + Scuba Diving 2 OlsenJ Hours Arranged MIWR 0935-1130 MS 101 Grading Options, Either Special Fees, 95.00 
4079 MAIB 543 01 Intro to Prob Models 3 Bird Howard M 1900-2130 R 1900-2130 EH POOL 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINFSS/FIRST TERM MTWR 0730-0925 MS 102 Mondays class mee,s at Central MN Divers 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE1TIU HRS INS'IRUCTOR 4020 MAIB 560 01 Topology 3 Carlson Kent 5075 PE 273 01 Canoeing 1 NearlngR 
4501 MKGB 235 01 Legal Env of Bus 4 Royalty K MTWR 0935-1130 MS 101 Grading Options, Either 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 319 M 1345-1535 HAH 241 
4502 MKGB 320 01 Intro to Markerlng 4 RodgersW MA111EMATICS/SECOND TERM 
5066 PE 275 01 Golf I BuckleyC 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 319 Grading Options, Either Special Fees, 10.00 CREF DEPT Cl!SE SECT COURSE mu: HRS INSTRUCTOR MW 1345-1440 HAH 235 Equipment Furnished 
4503 MKGB 320 02 Intro to Marketing 4 Johnson] 4046 MAIB 131 03 College Algebra 4 Meyer Roger 5076 PE 369' 01 Adapted Aquatics 2 Nearing R MTWR 1140-1335 BB 319 MTWR 0935-1130 MS 119 Co-Requisite, 2 PE 370 5fF77 
4029 MAIB 229 01 Topics Des+ InfSta 4 Kepner Jatnes MIWR 0935-1055 HAH POOL 
13 MTWR 0730-0925 MS 101 
14 
COURSE TITLE HRS INSIBUCTOR RECREATION/FIRST TERM CREF DEI'T CRSE SECI COURSE TITI.E HRS INSIBUCTOR CREF DEI'T CRSE SECT 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR5E 1Tl1E HRS INSllUJC'JOR ,.;n PE 370 01 Adapled.Aquatlcs Pre 1 NearingR 5913 PSY 418 01 Hlstocy and Schools 4 ProchnowR 
Co-Requisite, 2 PE 369 5076 MIWR 0730-0')25 EB B209 5050 REC 444 01 Senior Internship 8 
Hours Arranged 
5915 PSY 429 01 Intro to Voe Eva! 4 Pelrangelo G 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
5035 PE 408 01 Philosophy of Sport 3 Stanek] MIWR 0935-1130 EB A240 
Hours Arranged 
MIWR 1140-1300 HAH S.306 
5917 PSY 439 01 Abnonnal Psychology 4 Anderson D 
5040 PE 456 01 Adm Int=ch Alhleti 3 Stanek] MIWR 0935-1130 EB 8206 RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
MIWR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
5919 PSY 444 01 Internship VR ]ensenM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INS11UJC'JOR 
5078 PE 461 01 App/ - Mu Perl 3 Nearing R By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 5051 REC 444 02 Senior Internship 8 Morohoohi Y 
MIWR 073()-C650 HAH 240 Hours Arranged By Pennlssion Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
5000 PE 491 01 Psychology of Sport 4 Waxlax R 5920 PSY 463 01 Principles of Learn 4 Hemmer] Hours Arranged 
MIWR 0730-0925 HAH S308 MIWR 0935-1130 EB B207 
5019 PE 495 01 Wodcshop-Track+Fleld 2 Waxlax R 5921 PSY 493 01 1ndMdual Appraisal 4 AndersooD SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM Begin/End Dae 07-08 to 07-11 By Permlsslon Only MIWR 1345-1540 EB A240 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITI.E HRS INSlRUCTOR MIWR 1200-1820 HAH 243 
5923 PSY 4'17 01 Psy of Merna! Retard 4 Gasparotto G 6901 SSCI 104 01 General Social Sci 4 LiebennanH 5036 PE 508 01 Philosophy ofSpolt 3 Stanek] TR 0730-1100 EB B214 MIWR 0730-0925 SH 210 MIWR 1140-1300 HAH S.306 
5914 PSY 518 01 Hlstocy and Schools 3 ProchnowR 6902 104 02 General Social Sci 4 LiebennanH 
556 
SSC! 
5041 PE 01 Adm Interscll A1hletl 3 Stanek] MIWR 0730-0925 EB B209 MIWR 0935-1120 SH 207 MIWR 0935-1055 HAH S.306 
5916 PSY 529 01 Intro to Voe Eva! 3 Petrangelo G 6903 104 General Social Sci 4 DownesAJ SSC! 03 5079 PE 561 01 App/ Assess Mu Perl 3 Nearing R MIWR 0935-1130 EB A240 MIWR 0935-1120 SH 210 MIWR 0730-0850 HAH 240 
5918 539 01 Abnonnal Psychology 3 AndersooD 4 Stensland AG PSY 6904 SSCI 104 04 General Social Sci 5020 PE 588 01 Workshop-Track+Flekl 2 WaxlaxR MIWR 0935-1130 EB 8206 MIWR 1140-1335 SH 215 Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-11 By Pennlsslon Only 
5922 PSY 593 01 Individual Appr.llsal 3 Anderson D 6'1.26 SSCI 204 01 General Social Sci 4 Stensland AG MIWR 1200-1820 HAH 243 
MIWR 1345-1540 EB A240 MIWR 0730-0925 SH 215 5081 PE 591 01 Psychology of Sport 3 Waxlax R 
5924 PSY m 01 Psy of Mental Rewd 3 Gasparotto G 6941 Elements of Soc Sci 3 HottLE MIWR 0730-0925 HAH 5308 SSCI 320 01 
TR 0730-1100 EB B214 MIWR 0935-1055 SH 215 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
5925 PSY 677 01 Seminar in Counselin 3 Pererson T 6'174 SSC! 470 01 Pol/&on.Cult-Japan 4 NunnWH 
MIWR 0935-1055 EB B213 Begin/End Dae 06-10 to 06-27 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITI.E HRS 1NSlRUCTOR 
5926 PSY 678 01 Graduate Slatlstlcs 3 Hemmer] MTWR 0935-1255 SH 206 
5062 PE 120 03 Aerobics 2 Ze7.0neyF MTWR 073()-C650 EB B213 6984 SSCI 570 01 Pol/Econ.Cult:Japan 4 NunnWH 
Grading Options, SU-Req Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-27 
MTWR 1035-1130 HAH S305 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
MIWR 0935-1255 SH 206 
5074 PE 120 04 Aerobics 2 SlmpsonM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INSlRUCTOR Grad1ng Options, SU-Req 
I 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM MIWR 1240-1335 HAH S305 5927 PSY 115 02 General Psychology 4 Stiff 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB B209 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INSlRUCTOR 5003 PE 123 01 Weight Training I l.ezoneyF 
Grading Options, Either 5928 PSY 217 01 Psychology Slatlstlc 4 HatkE 6905 SSC! 104 05 General Social Sci 4 HanllfG M 
MW 0935-1030 HAH WT MIWR 1140-1335 EB A240 MTWR 0730-0925 SH 207 
5057 PE 191 02 Bootdsalling 1 Undvall S 5929 PSY 231 01 Principles of Beh2Yi 4 MertensG 
Special Fees '75.00 MIWR 0935-1130 EB A226 SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM w 1345-1615 Meets at Fltzharris 
5930 PSY 262 02 HUIIWl Growth + Devel 4 BoltuckM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INSlRUCTOR 
5010 PE 206 02 Stnd 1st Aid + Prs s 3 Anklan C MIWR 0935-1130 EB B207 
6475 SW 345• 01 Women+Minorities 3 Brennan N MTWR 0935-1055 HAH 243 
5931 PSY 345 01 Aging and Dying 4 BoltuckM MIWR 0935-1055 SH 323 
5018 PE 228 05 Racquetball 2 SlmpsonM MTWR 1140-1335 EB B207 
6476 SW 444• 01 Internship Soc Work 8 Brennan N Grading Options, Either 
5932 PSY 362 02 Ed Meas+ Test Constr 4 DwyerM By Pennlsslon Only Grading Options, SU-Req MIWR 1035-1130 HAH SRB 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB B209 Hoon; Arranged 
5058 PE 228 06 Racquetball 2 Thornpoon K 
5933 PSY 419 01 Ethics in Psychology 4 Hott] Grading Options, Either 
MIWR 1345-1440 HAH SRB MIWR 0935-1130 EB B209 SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
5024 PE 230 03 Beginning Tennis I SlmpsonM 5935 PSY 428 01 Psychodynamics of Fa 4 DwyerM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INSlRUCTOR 
Grading Options, Either MIWR 0935-1130 EB A240 6477 SW 213' 01 Adolescent Problems 4 Brennan N 
MW 0935-1030 HAH TC 5937 PSY 430 01 Sern Lifestyle Planni 2 1.e5ar D MTWR 0935-1130 SH 323 
5025 PE 230 04 Beginning Tennis I SlmpsonM Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 6478 SW 444• 02 Internship Soc Work 8 Brennan N Grading Options, Either MIWRF 0930-1530 EB B214 . By Pennlsslon Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
MW 1140-1235 HAH TC 5939 PSY 444 02 Internship VR JensenM Hours Arranged 
5064 PE 230 05 Beginning Tennis I lbomp.son K By Pennlsslon Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Grading Options, Either Hours Arranged 
TR 1140-1235 HAH TC 5940 PSY 463 02 Principles of Learn 4 Maocattllio A SOCIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
MIWR 0730-0925 EB B207 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR5E TITI.E HRS INSlRUCTOR 5030 PE 238 01 Beginning Archery '2 BuckleyC 
Grading Options, Either 5941 PSY 474 01 Interpersonal Dynam 4 WollinD 6351 soc t6o 01 Principles Sociology 4 'Delzoppo C 
MIWR 0935-1030 HAH EB MIWR 1140-1335 EB A220A MIWR 0730-0925 SH 336 
5006 PE 271 02 Skin + Scuba Diving 2 Olsen] 2044 PSY 496 01 Psy Except Children 4 Gadberry Eva 6352 soc 277 01 CowtshiP'Maniage 4 Murphy] 
Grading Options, Either Special Fees, 95.00 MW 1110-1440 EB B208 MIWR 0935-1130 SH 336 
M 1900-2130 R 1900-2130 EH POOL 
5934 Ethics in Psychology 3 Hott] 6353 soc 367' 01 Criminology 4 BaerR PSY 519 01 Monda},; cws meets at Central MN DMers 
MIWR 0935-1130 EB B209 MIWR 0935-1130 SH 325 
5033 PE 304• 01 care + Prev Alhl lnj 3 l.ezoney F 
5936 PSY 528 01 Psychodynamics of Fa 3 DwyerM 6354 soc 374• 01 Soc Fatnlly Violence 4 Murphy] MIWR 1140-1300 HAH S.306 
MIWR 0935-1130 EB A240 MTWR 1140-1335 SH 336 
5039 PE 452' 01 Tests + Msmts in PE 3 lbomp.son K 
5938 PSY 530 01 Sem Lifestyle Planni 2 l.e5ar D 6355 soc 465' 01 Social Psychology 4 BaerR MIWR 0935-1055 HAH S.306 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-09 MTWR 1140-1335 SH 325 
5046 PE 652 01 Tests + Msmts in PE 3 lbomp.son K MIWRF 0930-1530 EB B214 
MIWR 0935-1055 HAH S.306 
PHYSIC.,/FIRST TERM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITIE HRS INSTRUCTOR SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCTOR 5942 PSY 574 01 Interpei,ooal Dynam 3 Wollln D CREF 
DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCTOR 
5502 PHYS 231 01 General Physics 1 4 Garrity MK MIWR 1140-1335 EB A220A 6356 soc 160 02 Principles Sociology 4 Davis L 
MIWR 0730-0925 MS 124 Lab Arranged 2048 PSY 596 01 Psy Except Children 3 Gadberry Eva MIWR 
0730-0925 SH 336 
5603 PHYS 233• 01 General Physic III 4 DahlqulstK MW 1110-1440 EB B208 6357 soc 261 01 SOcial Problems 4 Davis L 
MIWR 0935-1130 MS 124 Lab Arranged 5943 PSY 653 01 Psy+ Soc Aspects Dis 3 Hotz) MIWR 0935-1130 SH 336 
MIWR 0730-0850 EB A239 6358 soc 273' 01 Soc of Sex Roles 4 Alessio) 
5944 PSY 673 01 Advanced Procedures 3 Redding) 
MIWR 0935-1130 SH 325 
PHYSIC.,/SECOND TERM MIWR 0935-1055 EB A239 6359 soc 277 02 Counship+Marrtage 4 Alessio) 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCI'OR 5945 PSY 674 01 Consultation 3 Redding) 
MIWR 1140-1335 SH 325 
5604 PHYS 100 01 Prepar:uoty Physics 4 &krothC MIWR 1140-1300 EB A239 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 06-o6 5946 PSY 678 02 Graduate Statistics 3 HarkE 
I SPANISH/FIRST TERM MIWR 0935-1130 MS 103 MIWR 1345-1445 MS 103 MIWR 0935-1055 EB B206 CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCI'OR 5605 PHYS 232• 01 General Physic II 4 TrummelD 6601 SPAN 131 01 Elemental)' Spanish I 4 1.apata Rogelio MIWR 0935-1130 MS 124 Lab Arranged QUAN'ITIATIVE METIIODS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS MIWR 0935-1130 BH 104 
/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCTOR 
I SPANISH/SECOND TERM POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM I 7950 QMIS 444' 01 Internship 16 LuM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCI'OR CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSIRUCI'OR By Pennis.sion Only Elem Spanish II 4 OneillJames 6604 SPAN 132 01 5713 POL 444• 01 Internship VR Williamson Homer Hours Arranged MIWR 0935-1130 BH 104 
By Pennisslon Only Grading ◊i,(ions, SU-Req 
Houri; Arranged 
QUAN'ITIATIVE METIIODS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
/FIRST TERM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INS'IBUCI'OR 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCI'OR 1951 SPED 403 Found in SPED I 4 Lewis James 01 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INS'IBUCTOR 7901 QMIS ISO 01 Data Proc [or Bus 4 Ring S MW 1110-1440 EB A235 
5701 POL 111 01 Intro to Amer Govt 4 Frank Steve 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 1953 SPED 405 01 Behavior Problems 4 Lewis James 
MIWR 0730-0925 BH 309 7902 QMIS ISO 02 Data Proc for Bus 4 Staff MW 0730-1100 EB A235 
5764 POL 316 01 The Vietnam Era 4 Kilkelly John 
MIWR 1345-1540 BB 315 406 4 Ayers Floyd 1993 SPED 01 Dev Screen As.ses.s Ch 
MIWR 0730-0925 BH 203 7905 QMIS 240 01 Business Stat I 4 Staff Begin/End Date o6-10 to o6-21 
5779 POL 337 01 Govts of East Europe 4 Jones Evan 
MIWR 0730-0650 BB 315 MTWRF 1230-1645 EB B206 
MIWR 0935-1130 BH 309 79o6 QMIS 240 02 Business Stat I 4 Staff 1989 SPED 503 01 Found In SPED I 3 Lewis James 
MIWR 0935-1130 BB 315 MW 1110-1440 EB A235 
7910 QMIS 241• 01 Business Stat II 4 Staff 1970 SPED sos 01 Behavior Problems 3 Lewis James 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM MIWR 1140-1335 BB 119B MW 0730-1100 EB A235 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INS'IBUCI'OR 7912 QM!S 250' 01 App Prog Dvlpmt I 4 Staff 1961 SPED 508 01 Dev Screen As.ses.s Ch 3 Ayers Floyd 
57o6 POL 251 01 Intro to World Pols 4 'Eastby John 
MIWR 0935-1055 BB 119B Begin/ End Date o6-10 to 0621 
MIWR 0730-0925 BH 309 7914 QM!S 341' 01 Operations Res I 4 MeyerR 
MTWRF 1230-1645 EB B206 
5741 POL 361 01 Western Pol Thought 4 Schmidt Orville MIWR 1345-1540 
BB 119B 1978 SPED 525 01 Diag Trunt 1mg Dis! 3 Bigler Joan 
MIWR 0935-1130 BH. 203 7915 QM!S 350• 01 Syst and Anal Des I 4 Staff 
By Pennission Only 
MIWR 1140-1335 BB 315 
MTWRF 1315-1435 
1984 SPED 601 01 Curr Trends Spec Ed 3 Knox Stanley 
TR 1110-1350 EB A235 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM QUAN'ITIATIVE METIIODS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 1986 SPED 602 01 Research Spec Educ 3 Ayers Floyd 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCTOR /SECOND TERM TR 0730-1010 EB A235 
5902 PSY 115 01 General Psychology 4 Jazwinski C 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSTI!UCI'OR 2040 SPED 624 01 Dif Instr Gifted Tai 3 WellikJeny 
MIWR 0935-1130 EB B209 7920 QMIS ISO 03 Data Proc for Bus 4 Heath R Begin/ End Date 0617 to o6-28 
5904 PSY 216 01 Res Design + Method 4 KukukW 
MIWR 0730-0925 BB 119B MTWRF 0630-1145 EB A226 June 17-28 
MIWR 0935-1130 EB B206 7925 QMIS 240 03 Business Stat I 4 Meyer R 
MTWRF 1230-1545 EB A226 June 26-28 
5905 PSY 221 01 4 Krueger A 
MIWR 1345-1540 BB 119B 1992 SPED 625 01 Enhance Creativity 3 WellikJerry 
Intro to Human Serv Begin/End Date o6-17 to 0628 
MIWR 1345-1540 EB B209 7930 QMIS 241' 02 Business Stat II 4 KruegerD MTWRF 1230-1545 EB A226 June 17-28 
59o6 PSY 262 01 Hurrtan Growth + Devel 
MIWR 0730-0925 BB 315 MTWRF 0630-1145 EB A226 June 26-28 4 Lamw,,r.; L 
MIWR 1140-1335 EB B2o6 7931 QMIS 241' 03 Busines.s Stat II 4 KruegerD 1982 SPED 652 01 Practicum lmg Dis 3 BiglerJoan 
5907 PSY 290 01 Psychology of Women 4 )azwinski C 
MIWR 0935-1130 BB 315 By Pennisslon Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Grading Options, SU-Req 7935 QMIS 251' 01 App Prog Dvlpmt II 4 Heath R MTWRF 0600-1200 
MIWR 114(). 1335 EB B207 MIWR 0935-1055 BB 119B 1987 SPED 655 01 Pract Emot Disrurbed 3 Gadbeny Eva 
5908 PSY 324 01 Interview Skills I 4 KruegerA 7940 QM!S 351' 01 Syst and Anal Des JI 4 LuM By Pennisslon Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB A239 MIWR 1140-1300 BB 119B Hours Arranged 
5909 PSY 327 01 Small Group Process 4 Petrangelo G 7945 QMIS 352' 02 Small Bus Comp Systm 4 Staff 1983 SPED 655 02 Pract Emot Disturbed 
6 Knox Stanley 
MTWR 1345-1540 EB A239 MTWR 1345-1540 BB 315 By Pennis.,ion Only 
Grading Options, SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
5910 PSY 358 01 Principles of MemOt)' 4 Lamw,,r.; L 
MIWR 0730-0925 EB A239 READING/FIRST TERM 
5912 PSY 362 01 Ed Meas +Test Constr 4 KukukW CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INS'IBUCI'OR SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
MIWR 0730-0925 EB B206 6302 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 'ITitE HRS INSIRUCI'OR 
RDNG lI0 01 Reing and Study Skill 2 Fillenworth Ceil 
MIWR 0935-1025 SH IOI 1995 SPED 420 01 Educ Sev Prof Ret 4 Gadbeny Eva 
6301 RDNG 120 Reading Rate Improve 2 Fillenworth Cell 
MW 0730-lIOO EB A235 
01 
Grading Optioo.,, Either 1954 SPED 421 01 Educ Mod Ment Ret 3 Lewis James 
MIWR 0600-0655 SH IOI MW ll!0-1350 EB A235 
15 
16 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC! COURSE 1111£ 
1974 SPED 520 01 F.duc Sev Prof Re< 
MW 0730-1100 EB A235 
1971 SPED 521 
MW lll0-1350 
1979 SPED 526 






01 F.duc Mod Ment Re< 
EB A235 
01 Di3j! Trtmt 1mg Dis2 





3 Bigler Joan 
3 Knox Slaniey 
1930 SPED 652 03 Pr3ctlcurn 1mg Dis 3 Bigler Joan 
By Pennisslon Only 
Hours Arranged 
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
1929 SPED 655 03 Pract Emot Dlstwbed 3 Knox Slanley 
By Pennls.slon Only Grading Options: SU-Reg 
Hours Arranged 
2045 SPED 691 01 Deficient ID Student 
1R 1110-1350 EB A235 
2041 SPED 692 01 Sem Topics Spec F.d 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-30 
MIWRF 0030-1630 EB B206 
3 l..ewisJames 
VR Knox Slanley 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INSIRUCTOR 
6701 Sl'C 161 01 Intro to Speech Comm 4 MumbyD 
MIWR 0730-0925 PA 222 
6702 Sl'C 161 02 Intro to Speech Comm 4 PucelJ 
MIWR 0935-1130 PA 222 
6703 Sl'C 161 03 Intro to Speech Comm 4 Stocker G 
MIWR 1140-1335 PA 222 
6704 Sl'C 161 04 Intro to Speech Comm 4 PucelJ 
MIWR 1345-1540 PA 221 
6743 SPC 226 01 Interpersonal Comm 4 MumbyD 
MIWR 1140-1335 PA 221 
6754 SPC 320 01 PresenWional Spkg 4 GrachekA 
MIWR 0730-0925 PA 221 
6771 SPC 420' 01 Theor of Persuasion 4 Stocker G 
MIWR 0935-1130 PA 221 
6781 SPC 444 01 Spc Comm Internship VR Roo.,R 
By Pennls.sloo Only 
Hours Arranged 
6788 SPC 520' 01 Theor of Persuasion 4 Stocker G 
MIWR 0935-1130 PA 221 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INS111UCTOR 
6705 Sl'C 161 05 Intro to Speech Comm 4 Haught K 
MIWR 0730-0925 PA 221 
6706 Sl'C 161 06 Intro to Speech Comm HaughtM 
MIWR 0935-1130 PA 222 
6707 SPC 161 07 Intro to Speech Comm 
MIWR 1140-1335 PA 223 
4 HaughtM 
6736 SPC 220' 01 Public Speaking 
MIWR 1140-1335 PA 222 
4 HaughtK 
6760 SPC 326 01 Inieq,rsnl Comm Busl 4 Pribble P 
MIWR 0935-1130 PA 221 
6776 Sl'C 430 01 Mod Theories of Comm 4 Pribble P 
M'JWR 1140-1335 PA 221 
6780 Sl'C 440 01 Adv Public Speaking 4 HaughtK 
M'JWR 1140-1335 PA 222 
6798 Sl'C 444 02 Spc Comm Internship VR Rao., R 
By Permission Only 
Hours Arranged 
6792 Sl'C 530 01 Mod Theories of Comm 4 Pribble P 
MIWR 1140-1335 PA 221 
6796 Sl'C 540 
MIWR 1140-1335 




CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INS111UCTOR 
7412 TH 496 01 Summer Theatre VR Speer,; Susan 
By Pennls.slon Only THEATRE L'HOMME DIEU 
Hours Arranged la> Arranged 
7413 TH 596 01 summer Theatre VR Speer,; Susan 
By Pennls.slon Only 
Hours Arranged 
111EATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E 
7411 TH 260 01 Art of the Film 
1R 1800-2200 CH 100 
THEATRE L'HOMME DIEU 
la>Amnged 
HRS INSIRUCTOR 
4 Swanson Dale 
7475 TH 28J 01 Playgoing Experience 4 Jurik Harvey 
Special Fees: 85.00 
W 1830-2120 PA 219 
EvenJnss and Weekends/Labs Arranged 
111EATRE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Tl1E HRS INS111UCIOR 
7401 TH 140 01 Intro Theatre + Film 4 Perrier Ronald G 
MIVIR 1140-1335 PA STGI 
7453 TH 263 01 Script to Screen 4 Perrier Ronald 
MW 1800-2200 PA STGI 
STIJDENT TEACIDNG 
ED - By pennission only. Contact teacher development office 
prior to submitting course request at advance registration, 
May3. 
TECHNOLOGY/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE 1Til.E HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7282 TECH #I 01 Internship 8 Braun T 
By Permission Only Grading Options, SU-Req 
Hours Arranged 
TECHNOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITIE HRS INSTRUCTOR 
7261 TECH 151 01 Tech Math I 4 Ralber K 
MIWR 1140-1335 HH 214 
7262 TECH 165 
Special Fees, 5.00 
MIWR 0730-0925 
01 Photo Tech I 
HH 217 
4 Stinson) 
7263 TECH 170 01 Electronics Tech I 4 GokeJ 
MJWR 0730-0925 HH 227 
7264 TECH 175 01 Computers Industry 4 Gammell) 
MJWR 0730-0925 HH 214 
7265 TECH 317 01 Technical Writing 4 Ry.in R 
MIWR 0935-1130 HH 214 
7266 TECH 429 01 Robotics 2 Ralber K 
Begin/ End Date 07-06 to 07-12 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7268 TECH 475 01 Mlcroprocessor 4 Kolben D 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07·05 By Pennission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7269 TECH 495 01 Peet 4 GokeJ 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-21 By Pennission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7270 TECH 495 02 Digital Electronics 4 Kolben D 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-21 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7271 TECH 529 01 Robotics 
Begin/ End Date 07-06 to 07-12 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
By Permission Only 
2 Ralber K 
By Permission Only 
7279 TECH 575 01 Mlcroprocessor 4 Kolben D 
Begin/ End Date 06-24 to 07-05 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7273 TECH 588 01 Peet 4 GokeJ 
Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-21 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7274 TECH 588 02 Digital Electronics 4 Kolben D 
Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-21 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7275 TECH 665 01 Photo Educators 6 Gammell J 
By Permission Only Stinson J 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07·03 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 116 
TECHNOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITIE 
7276 TECH 220 01 Ind Materials+ Pro: 
Begin/ End Date 07-15 to 08-16 
MIWR 1140-1335 HH 120 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 
4 TomorgJ 
7m TECH 271' 01 Electronics Tech II 4 GokeJ 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-16 
MIWR 0730-0925 HH 227 
7278 TECH 345 01 Intro to Occupa Saf 4 Torborg) 
Begin/ End Date 07-15 to 0816 
MJWR 0935-1130 HH 120 
7267 TECH 429 02 Robotics 2 Kolben D 
Begin/ End Date 07-15 to 07-19 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
7272 TECH 529 02 Robotics 2 Kolben D 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-19 By Permission Only 
MIWRF 0930-1530 HH 227 
17 
Office of Records and Registration 
St. Cloud State University 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUFST FORM SRSOO'J.1 SIUDENTS ENROUED IN SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CIASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM 
New special, new graduate, former and currently enrolled students are strongly encouraged to take advantage of advance registration. 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 Please Fill In or Circle The Proper Items Must Be Returned by May 3, 198S 
{Please Use Full Legal Name) 
4Hl I,, I-Ll-1,,, 11,,, 
Social Security Number Name: Last, 
I 
University Residence Location 







I I I I I I I 
LJ 
Maiden 
□ Send Grades To· o 
1 I I I I I 1. Permanent Address 
2. Female 2. Married 
I. Minn. Resident 
2. Non-Resident 2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 2. American Indian 
Month Day Yur 
Of Birth 
fi le No. H Known 2. Local Address 









UNIVERSITY HEAL TH INSURANCE 
Eligibility requires 12 or more credits 
(Circle One) 
0. None ($0.00) 
1. Single ($43.00) 
4H2 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , , I 
Street Address (Line 1) Srreet Address (Line 2 If Needed· e.g. Apt. etc.) 
L_J 4H3 ...._.....__,___,/1 I ,- .__._.......___. _ _. 
City State Zir Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address __________________________ _ 
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H2 2 f , 1 , t I t , 1 1 1 , 1 , , 1 1 , J 
Street Address I Linc 1) 
L....1 L.t_J 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 I. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
ORIGINAL REQUEST 
CREF* 
4C1 1 I I I I -- . 
2 I I I 
4 I I 
s I I I I 
6. I 













AL TE RN A TE REQUEST 
CREF* 
(1 Audit I I , , I . 
I I I ' 
,~Jt 
[ 2 Audit I . I I I I 
[ 2 Audit l . I I I I 
I I J I I 
~ I I 2. A.ydjt 
I I i 2. Audit 
Street Address I Linc 2 If Needed e.g. Apt. etc.) 
L..LJ 4H3 21 I i 1/t 
Lip Code 80 Area Code 
L.....J - I I I I I 
Telephone 
You must have a completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register for 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes__ No --
Have you atter.ded St. Cloud State before? Yes__ No __ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. ______ Year ___ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for a 
degree at St. Cloud State University. 
"Audit Means No Credit. --
Circle if no credit is desired. OFFICE USE ONLY 
4A 1 IN I ~ I DI I I I J I 
GOA * 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the course listing. 
Office of Records and Registration 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 
